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Abstract 
 

This work presents an investigation of various dielectric barrier discharge based aerody-

namic plasma actuator designs, in order to make plasma actuators more efficient in the 

aerodynamic active flow control. 

Based on the electric wind generation schemes of the AC signal driven plasma actuator, 

two features intended to explore the controlling of the accumulated surface charges are 

introduced in the new plasma actuator design: 1. By adding a diode-driven third electrode 

downstream of the discharge region; 2. By depositing a hundred-nanometer-thick layer of 

semiconductor material on the dielectric surface. Both measurement of thrust and flow 

separation control indicate that the new designs have better performance than traditional 

plasma actuators. 

Different geometries have been tested by varying the thickness of the hydrogenated 

amorphous silicon layer and the location of the third electrode. This aims to determine an 

optimized configuration of the plasma actuator based on performance. 

More experiments have been performed, focusing on exploration of the physics behind 

the two added features. Intensified CCD camera images of microdischarges have been 

recorded to illustrate the effects of added features. Also, surface charge distribution 

measurements have been performed, which reveal that the third electrode has an influ-

ence on the distribution of the deposited surface charges and the semiconductor surface 

helps to move the surface charges. 

The effects of the added features have also been studied numerically. The effects in the 

visible plasma region are simulated using MATLAB and the effects of the downstream 
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region are simulated by a model implemented in COMSOL Multi-physics. The computa-

tional results have well explained the observations of enhanced the plasma actuator per-

formance. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

1.1 Overview 

Plasma is loosely described as an electrically neutral medium of positive and negative 

particles which have collective behaviors. Plasmas are by far the most common phase of 

matter in the universe and over 99% of mass in the universe is in the plasma state. Based 

on whether or not the plasma is in thermodynamic equilibrium, we divide the plasma into 

two major categories: Thermal plasma, in which the heavy charge species such as ions 

usually have the same temperature as the electrons; and non-thermal plasma, in which 

electrons have much higher temperature than the heavy charge species. The thermal 

plasmas, such as arcs and radio frequency inductively coupled plasma discharges, are as-

sociated with Joule heating and thermal ionization, and usually occur at high pressure and 

have temperatures around 4,000K to 30,000K. The applications of thermal plasmas in-

clude metal cutting and welding, metal spraying and waste incineration. For producing 

non-thermal plasmas, the majority of the electrical energy primarily goes into the produc-

tion of energetic electrons instead of heating the entire gas. As a result, the electron tem-

perature is on the order of 10
5 
K while the ions and neutral species are at room tempera-

ture or up to several hundreds of degrees. Thus, non-thermal plasmas usually exist in low 

pressure and low temperature conditions. The applications of non-thermal plasmas are 

seen in many situations such as the etching and film deposition in semiconductor indus-

try, and active flow control in aerodynamics. 

In this thesis, we focus on one particular application of the non-thermal atmospheric pres-

sure plasma: the aerodynamic application of Dielectric Barrier Discharge (DBD) plasma 
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actuators. Experimental and numerical studies of a new DBD plasma actuator design are 

presented. We aim to enhance the performance of the aerodynamic control authority us-

ing the DBD plasma actuator by designing a new geometry and adding some features. 

We will go over the DBD theory in a later chapter but first of all, the motivation of this 

work must be addressed. 
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1.2 Motivation 

Active flow control consists of manipulating a flow to affect a desired change [1]. Usual-

ly, the goal of flow control is to modify three main phenomena: the laminar-to-turbulent 

transition, the separation, and the turbulence [2]. Delaying the laminar-to-turbulent transi-

tion can reduce the drag, which means to reduce the fuel cost, leading to longer range and 

higher speed for an aircraft [1]. The separation is the main limitation for the maximum 

achievable lift of a curved airfoil. The ability of the flow to follow the curvature of the 

airfoil determines when the separation occurs. The last phenomenon is turbulence. The 

decrease in turbulence can significantly reduce the aerodynamic noise. The following 

gives some details of these phenomena, specially the flow separation. 

When the fluid flows along a solid surface of an object, the system is usually analyzed by 

splitting it into two separate components: the free stream flow far from the surface and a 

boundary layer close to the surface. Typically, the initial boundary layer will be laminar 

with smooth streamlines. As the fluid flows further downstream and the Reynolds num-

ber based on development length increases, at some point laminar-to-turbulent transition 

occurs. The location of the transition point depends on many factors, including the shape 

of the surface, the level of turbulence in the free stream flow, and the pressure gradient 

along the surface. One important parameter to characterize this external flow is the di-

mensionless Reynolds number  

   
   

 
 

Where   is fluid density,   is flow velocity,   is the dynamic viscosity of the fluid and L 

is the characteristic length of the object. 
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Figure 1.1: Schematic graph of the boundary layer, flow separation, and wake of an 

airfoil. [3] 

Depending on the shape of the surface, we may have a positive or negative pressure gra-

dient in the boundary layer along the surface. The positive gradient is known as an ad-

verse pressure gradient, which tends to make the flow separate from the surface. As 

shown in Figure 1.1 [3], flow separation occurs when the velocity in the boundary layer 

is reduced to near, or below, zero, which will dramatically increase the drag on the sur-

face.  

Flow separation may occur in both laminar and turbulent boundary layers. Turbulent 

boundary layer carries more momentum near the surface than the laminar boundary layer, 

making it more difficult to slow the boundary flow down to the separation speed (zero 

velocity). In the low pressure turbine stage of a jet engine, the flow is fully attached to the 

airfoils during takeoff and landing. However, at cruising altitudes the Reynolds number 

decreases to the order of 10
5
 because of the reduced gas density. More of the flow be-

comes laminar and may separate early on the blades, then may reattach further on or re-
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main separated over the remainder of the surface. This is known as the “separation bub-

ble” [4, 5]. This separation increases loss in turbine efficiency by several percent [6]. 

However, if the laminar-to-turbulent transition is triggered prior to the separation point, 

the separation bubble can be largely suppressed. For a long journey, the increased loss by 

separation will accumulate and become a significant factor on fuel efficiency. Hence we 

need to suppress flow separation to obtain more economic and environmental benefits. 

Separation can also cause the generation of flow instabilities over wakes behind bodies of 

an airfoil or turbine blades. The instabilities can generate significant amounts of noise. 

Active flow control to limit the noise production has been proved effective on a landing-

gear strut and in the jet engine exhaust [7]. 

Many techniques [2] exist to control the flow fields, including direct gas injection into the 

flow, synthetic jets using piezoelectric actuators, and plasma synthetic jets. Some me-

chanical methods such as using a leading edge slat, trailing edge flaps are also developed 

to prevent separation. To delay the transition effectively, people use wall suction devices 

and Micro-Electro-Mechanical-Systems (MEMS). 

Among all the active methods, a new and promising technology using non-thermal sur-

face plasmas has attracted increasing attention. More and more groups are involved in 

this active flow control using the so-called “plasma actuators”, since early 1990 [2]. Me-

chanical devices may effectively manipulate the flow; however, they are complicated, 

add weight and volume, and are sources of noise and vibration [2]. Plasma actuators are 

free of the above problems. The plasma actuators usually generate discharge-induced 
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electric winds inside the flow boundary layer, which change the boundary layer proper-

ties and then control the airflow.  

Researchers usually use corona discharge plasma actuators and DBD plasma actuators to 

control the flow. The configurations of the corona discharge actuators are summarized in 

Moreau’s paper [2]. Surface corona discharge actuators were reported to produce an elec-

tric wind up to 10 m/s [8, 9] and were investigated for flow control since the 1980s [10, 

11]. The advantage of corona discharge actuators is their easy construction because they 

require only very simple power supplies such as a high voltage (in kV range) DC power 

source. The electro-mechanical efficiency (defined as induced wind velocity per unit in-

put electric power) of the corona is higher than that of the surface DBD plasma actuator. 

However, the maximum velocity of the produced flow is limited by the glow-to-arc tran-

sition when the potential difference between the two electrodes exceeds the threshold. 

Thus, the geometrical configuration of the corona discharge must be optimized, as has 

already been done for the DBD actuators. 

With an AC or pulsed voltage supply, the dielectric barrier discharge devices are of inter-

est in active flow control applications, since the barrier naturally stops the displacement 

current and prevents the glow-to-arc transition that exists in the corona discharge plasma 

actuators. Although there are many different configurations of DBDs, the surface DBD as 

shown in Figure 1.2 is typically used in flow control applications. The configuration of 

this DBD plasma actuator is quite simple, which is based on a particular configuration of 

a single dielectric barrier discharge, specifically, a surface discharge. It consists of two 

electrodes and one dielectric material. One electrode is exposed and powered with AC 
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voltage typically with a magnitude of 1 kV to 50 kV peak to peak and frequency of 300 

Hz to 100 kHz. The other electrode is usually buried in the dielectric and grounded. 

When the power is turned on, a surface discharge will appear from the edge of the ex-

posed electrode and spread along the dielectric surface towards the buried electrode, gen-

erating an electric wind in the direction indicated in Figure 1.2. In the classic description, 

the ionized air in the discharge process is a “plasma”, that is why this configuration is 

referred as a “plasma actuator”.  

In this configuration, instead of thermal heating, most of the energy goes into the body 

force production which results from the combination of the local ionization of the air in 

the discharge region and the electric field produced by the geometric placement of the 

electrodes and the dielectric layer. The momentum coupling from ionized particles to the 

neutral flow particles in this phenomenon is effective in substantially altering the airflow 

close to the actuator surface. 

 

Figure 1.2: Schematic of a conventional aerodynamic DBD plasma actuator 
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The induced electric wind velocity by plasma actuators measured in the quiescent air is 

typically at a meter per second up to less than 20 m/s. The net thrust T, or the body force, 

was reported as tens of milli-Newtons per meter in span length and is a function of ap-

plied voltage V: T=CV
3.5

, where C is a fitted parameter [12, 13].  

However, when the flow speed is high, the plasma actuator’s effectiveness is reduced. 

Wind tunnel experiments have shown that plasma actuators are effective for flow separa-

tion control until the background flow velocities increase to 20 m/s or higher (Reynolds 

numbers of 1.6×10
5
) [14-16]. The performance of the plasma actuator depends on many 

factors including the Reynolds number, the free stream turbulence, the shape of the air-

foil, the attack angle of the airfoil relative to the background flow, the location and prop-

erties of the plasma actuator. 

The efficiency for separation control can be improved by enhancing the performance of 

the plasma actuator. A separated flow can reattach to the airfoil surface if the laminar-to-

turbulent transition is triggered early, before the separation occurs. Thus, momentum 

coupling into the flow is needed. More momentum coupling means better effectiveness 

for the separation control. Hence, we can expect that the effectiveness of flow separation 

control at high background flow velocities can be also improved if the plasma actuator 

can create a large enough body force and induce a strong enough electric wind. 

Also, to predict the plasma actuator authority on active flow control, we need to funda-

mentally understand the entire process, including characterization of flow boundary layer 

transition, optimization of plasma geometric design, and effects of other parameters (for 

instance, discharge parameters on frequency, signal shape, etc.). Many studies related to 
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the physics of the DBD have been published [17-19]. Its applications for flow control 

were also widely studied starting in 1998 [20, 21]. Since then, more and more groups be-

gan research in this area. Much fundamental physics study and experimental and simula-

tion work has been done [18, 21, 22].  
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1.3 Overview of this thesis 

In this thesis, we will start from introducing the gas breakdown and the DBD plasma 

generation schemes and reviewing some previous research on the active flow control us-

ing plasma actuator. Then the plasma actuator designs with higher performance will be 

presented, followed by the experimental setups and results. The numerical simulations 

have also been done to assist the experimental results.  
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Chapter 2  Dielectric Barrier Discharge plasma actuators 

2.1 Gas breakdown 

Breakdown can be described as a process that a non-conducting material transforms into 

a conducting material. In particular, the electric breakdown is a process of the formation 

of a conductive gas channel when the electric field exceeds the critical value through the 

medium. In early vacuum experiment people found a rather surprising behavior of gas 

breakdown, for instance, at a pressure of 100 Pa, if 500V were applied to two parallel 

electrodes, it would not breakdown at 2.85 mm, but would breakdown at 7.5mm distance, 

which had weaker electric field. Friedrich Paschen studied the breakdown voltage (V) of 

gases between parallel plates as functions of pressure (P) and gas distance (d), and found 

the famous Paschen’s Law [23]: 

  
   

        
  (2.1) 

Where the constant a and b depend upon the composition of the gas. This behavior is also 

described by the Paschen curves, as shown in Figure 2.1 [23].  

The Paschen’s Law and curves indicate that the breakdown voltage has a relationship 

with the product of pressure and gap distance, rather than the pressure and the gap dis-

tance alone. The fact that there exists a minimum breakdown voltage at a certain product 

of pd (pd = pd(min)) can be explained by considering the efficiency of ionization of elec-

trons traversing the breakdown gap with different electron energies [24]. 
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Figure 2.1: Paschen curves: breakdown voltage as a function of gas pressure (p) and gap 

distance (d) [23] 

 

Figure 2.2: Illustration of the Townsend breakdown 
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Let’s consider a gas gap between two parallel plate electrodes, for the simplest break-

down case. As shown in Figure 2.2, the two electrodes are connected to a DC power sup-

ply with voltage V. The distance between the electrodes is d. This setup provides the ho-

mogeneous electric field E = V/d. At initial state, there will be some occasional formation 

of primary electrons. The primary electrons drift to the anode opposite to the electric field 

and ionize the gas in their paths, producing the secondary electrons. The multiplication of 

electrons proceeds from the cathode to anode along with the electrons drift, and as a re-

sult, the electron avalanche develops both in time and in space. The Townsend ionization 

coefficient α is introduced to describe the ionization in the avalanche. It is defined as the 

electron production per unit length along the electric field:  

              α     (2.2) 

Where the     is the initial electron density. 

For the avalanche to occur, the electrons must be accelerated by the electric field (V/d in 

the parallel electrode case) to have enough energy to ionize a neutral gas molecule or at-

om before the electrons collide with the neutral particles. At pd > pd(min), an electron 

will collide with more neutral particles as it travels from the cathode to the anode than at 

pd(min). The successive collision randomizes the electron direction, so the energy gained 

is smaller than at pd(min). Therefore the probability of ionization is lower unless the 

voltage is increased. In case of pd < pd(min), the electron’s mean free path can become 

long compared to the gap distance. Electrons might have enough energy from field accel-

eration, but the ionization collisions are reduced. Hence, we also need a greater voltage to 

assure enough ionization of gas molecules or atoms to start an avalanche. To conclude, 
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pd(min) corresponds to the highest ionization efficiency and hence minimum breakdown 

voltage. 

At low gas pressure (p) and short distance (d), or to be more precisely, pd < 1 bar ∙ cm 

[23], the electron avalanche is more likely to develop into a Townsend breakdown. In this 

mechanism, each primary electron will produce exp(αd)-1 positive ions according to the 

Townsend ionization coefficient definition. Here we neglect the electron losses due to 

recombination and attachment to the electronegative molecules. Assume all the exp(αd)-1 

positive ions move back to cathode and γ[exp(αd)-1] electrons will be knocked out from 

the cathode surface in the process of secondary electron emission. γ is the secondary elec-

tron emission coefficient, or the third Townsend coefficient, defined as the probability of 

a secondary electron generation on the cathode by an ion impact. It depends on the mate-

rial of the cathode, the surface state, the type of gas and the impact energy. Typical value 

of γ in electric discharges is 0.01-0.1 [17].  

When the γ[exp(αd)-1] is larger than 1, more than one electrons are generated per one 

impacting positive ions. These electrons can start new avalanches and the discharges in 

the gap become self-sustained. Hence, the Townsend breakdown mechanism is a mecha-

nism of ignition of a self-sustained discharge in a gap, controlled by the secondary elec-

tron emission from the cathode. The Townsend Criterion in the gap can be expressed as: 

                         
 

 
    (2.3) 
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Figure 2.3: Field distortion due to space charge [24] 

 

Figure 2.4: Photoelectrons induces secondary avalanche [24] 

In the avalanches, the electrons are much lighter than the ions and move so much faster 

that the electrons always run at the head of the avalanche, leaving the ions behind and 

creating a dipole. Figure 2.3 shows the electric field around an avalanche as it progresses 

along the gap and produces the superposition of the space charge field Ec and the external 

field E0. The field at the head of the avalanches is strengthened by this field superposition 

and the field between the separated charges is weakened. It has been observed that, as 

charge concentration between the electrodes grows to 10
6
, the field distortion becomes 

noticeable [25]. If the charge concentration exceeds 10
8
, the space charge field becomes 
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almost of the same magnitude as the external field, and hence it may lead to initiation of a 

streamer.  

The streamer breakdown mechanism was developed by Raether et al. and Meek et al. in-

dependently [26, 27]. At atmospheric pressure and above, or pd > 10 bar ∙ cm, experi-

ments indicated that the propagation of the ionization region is much faster than that ex-

pected from Townsend breakdown mechanism. Raether and Meek have proposed that 

when the charge within the avalanche head reaches a critical value of exp[αd] ≈ 10
8
, the 

combined space charge field and the external field lead to intense ionization and excita-

tion of the gas particles in front of the avalanche head. There is recombination of elec-

trons and positive ions resulting in generation of photons and more free electrons are cre-

ated by the photo-ionization process. As shown in Figure 2.4, these electrons develop the 

secondary avalanches. Since photons travel with speed of light, the process leads to a rap-

id development of conduction channels (streamers) across the gap. 

Depending on the gap distance, this avalanche-to-streamer transition can occur either 

near the anode or far away from the anode. The former situation occurs when the gap dis-

tance is small and we call it cathode-directed or positive streamer. The latter case occurs 

when the gap distance is large enough so that the transformation can take place quite far 

from the anode. In this case it is called anode-directed or negative streamer, and it is able 

to grow towards both the electrodes. 

The streamer is highly conductive consisting with free ions and electrons. Overall in the 

channel the ions and electrons form a quasi-neutral plasma. If the electrical field is suffi-

ciently high, individual currents from multitudes of steamers combine to create a hot, 
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highly conductive discharge channel (a corona discharge). Once the channel connects the 

two electrodes, an electrical circuit is closed. A significant current density is observed in 

the channel. The whole amount of current is limited by the power supply but if the power 

supply is able to sustain the discharge current, then an arc takes place. The discharge then 

is sustained through thermo-ionic emission of the electrons from the cathode surface, ra-

ther than the secondary electron emission.  

When the gap distance is very long, there is another breakdown mechanism called leader 

breakdown [17], which is related to the formation and propagation of the leaders. With 

respect to the streamer, the leader is highly ionized and a highly conductive plasma chan-

nel grows from the active electrode along the path prepared by the preceding streamers. 

Lightening is the most common natural leader breakdown phenomenon.  
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2.2 Dielectric Barrier Discharges (DBD) 

It is not practical to realize a glow discharge at atmospheric pressure between two bare 

metal plates, since all the current after the breakdown will flow through the localized 

highly conductive channels, which is more similar to a DC plasma arc. However, the 

glow discharge can be realized by the dielectric barrier discharge. A dielectric barrier dis-

charge is realized by introducing one or more insulating layers between the two powered 

metal electrodes. The conducting channel is stopped by the insulating barrier, and charges 

are deposited on the dielectric surface. The accumulated surface charges introduce oppo-

site electric field to the external field, which acts as a negative feedback on the discharge, 

slowing down and ultimately stopping the breakdown process. The arc is avoided when a 

dielectric barrier is placed between the two electrodes and high-pressure non-equilibrium 

plasma can be produced.  

Because the dielectric barrier stops the current paths, DC voltages cannot be used to op-

erate the discharge continuously. Thus a DBD is typically driven by AC voltage or pulsed 

voltage with high magnitude. The layouts of DBD can be in different configurations, as 

shown in Figure 2.5 [18]. The dielectric barrier can be made from any material that has 

low dielectric loss and high breakdown strength, such as glass, quartz, ceramics, and so 

on. The dielectric constant, thickness and the frequency of the applied voltage determine 

the amount of displacement current that can be passed through the dielectric. In most ap-

plications the dielectric limits the average current density in the discharge channel and 

thus does not consume energy in the ideal case. However at very high frequencies the 

current limitation by the dielectric becomes less effective. For this reason the DBD is 
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normally operated under 10 MHz. At atmospheric pressure, the applied voltage for a gap 

with a few millimeters is usually from 1 kV to several tens of kilo-volt, with frequency 

from 50 Hz to 500 kHz, depending on the applications and DBD device configurations. 

 

Figure 2.5: Examples of DBD configurations [18] 

Lots of research work has been done to understand the microdischarge physics [28-30], in 

which the fast imaging technique along with modeling of microdischarges have been 

used. The DBDs are not uniform in most cases, and consist of large amount of 

microdischarges distributed in the gap. Figure 2.6 shows the top view of the discharge 

patterns through a transparent electrode, which clearly shows the footprints of single 

microdischarges [28]. The microdischarge density is about 10 per cm
2
, and the duration 

of each microdischarge is in sub-microsecond range. The number density of the 

microdischarge locations at the electrode surface rises with power density, which depends 
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on the applied frequency and the peak voltage, rather than the waveform of the applied 

voltage. During the rising part of the applied voltage, more microdischarges are initiated 

at new locations. This is because the accumulated charges on the dielectric have reduced 

the electric field at positions where microdischarges have already occurred. When the 

voltage reverses, the next microdischarges tend to form at previous microdischarge loca-

tions, since the voltage has collapsed at these locations and it takes less effort to reach the 

breakdown field. Consequently, operations with high voltages and low frequencies tend 

to distribute the microdischarges on the available dielectric surface (diffuse discharges), 

while operations with low voltages and high frequencies tend to have filamentary mode 

discharges. This memory effect [31, 32] due to charge accumulation on the dielectrics is 

an important feature in DBDs. 

 

Figure 2.6: Top view image of DBD showing footprints of microdischarges [28] 

DBD application was started in industry back to one hundred years ago, when the DBD 

was realized to generate ozone. Then as understanding of this phenomenon grows, more 

and more applications came into practice in many areas, such as the source of ultraviolet 

radiation, the igniter of fluorescent lamps, the plasma displays panel cells, the pollution 
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control, volatile organic compounds removals, car exhaust emission control, polymer sur-

face treatment, and aerodynamic flow control in the electro-hydrodynamic (EHD) devic-

es [17, 33-37].  

The ability of creating the body forces along the surface makes the DBD plasma actuator 

a great candidate for active flow control. The aerodynamic DBD plasma actuators have 

been widely studied in different flow control applications, such as airfoil leading-edge 

separation control [14, 38-42], low-pressure turbine blade separation control [43-47], un-

steady vortex generation [48-51], lift augmentation on a wing section [52-55], and circu-

lar cylinder wake control [56, 57]. Compared to the traditional flow control devices, the 

plasma actuators have following advantages: simple configuration, absence of moving 

parts, reduced size and weight, quick response, inexpensiveness, reduced drag, and in-

creased aerodynamic agility. 
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2.3 Aerodynamic DBD plasma actuator characteristics 

A conventional surface DBD plasma actuator is shown in Figure 1.2. The two electrodes 

are flush-mounted on both sides of the dielectric plate. One electrode is exposed to the 

ambient flow while the other electrode is insulated with another dielectric material. In 

most cases, the width of the electrodes are a few millimeters, electrode gap equals to zero 

or few millimeters, and the dielectric is chosen from Teflon, Kapton (polyimide), glass, 

ceramics or Plexiglas with thickness between 0.1 mm to a few millimeters. Typically, AC 

voltage with magnitude of 300 V - 20 kV and frequency of 3 - 100 kHz is applied be-

tween the two electrodes to create air breakdown on the exposed electrode side. “Surface 

plasma” is formed and body force is produced which directs to the downstream of the 

streamers. 

There are several techniques to study the physics of DBD plasma actuators, including the 

methods directly focusing on the physics of DBD characteristics, and less direct methods 

which focus on the physics through the effects that the actuator produced on the ambient 

flow. As examples, the more direct methods include electric current measurement, power 

consumption measurement, and light intensity observations [12, 13, 58, 59]. Less direct 

methods include the smoke visualization, flow pressure measurement and Particle Image 

Velocimetry (PIV) measurement [42, 60]. Some other methods include acoustic meas-

urement [61], accelerometer measurement [62, 63], spatially resolved spectroscopy tech-

nique, and so on. 
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2.3.1 Electrical properties 

The electrical characteristic of the DBD plasma actuator is shown in figure 2.7 [64], 

which presents a typical behavior of the discharge current versus time, with a sine wave 

high voltage [64, 65]. The actuator is constituted of two aluminum foils on two sides of a 

5 mm thick glass plate. Both electrodes are exposed initially. The electrode gap is 5 mm 

and the electrode length is 20 cm. The applied voltage is 20 kV and frequency is 300 Hz. 

The figure 2.7(a) shows that the discharge current, corresponding to the plasma ignited 

on both sides of the dielectric, is composed of short pulses appearing at the beginning of 

each inversion of polarity. Each pulse represents a microdischarge, or streamers. The 

pulses can reach as high as several Amperes [66], although in Figure 2.7 they are limited 

to a couple of milli-Amperes because of the power supply. It needs to be mentioned that 

these pulses due to streamers, are positive during the positive half cycle and negative dur-

ing the negative half cycle, contrary to recent results that show both positive and negative 

pulses simultaneously [67-69]. When the grounded electrode is encapsulated in a dielec-

tric, the plasma only shows up on the upper side of the dielectric, near the exposed elec-

trode. The voltage versus current diagram is shown in figure 2.7(b), which shows that the 

plasma is composed of a set of microdischarges during the positive half cycle when it 

seems that the plasma is more homogeneous during the negative half cycle. This indicates 

that the discharge structure is different between the negative and the positive half cycles. 
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(a)      (b) 

Figure 2.7: Typical voltage and current characteristics for DBD plasma actuator: (a) 

Symmetric configuration with both electrodes exposed; (b) asymmetric configuration 

with one electrode encapsulated [64] 

 

Figure 2.8: Typical voltage-charge V-Q figures (Lissajous figure) [64] 

By placing a capacitor between the grounded electrode and earth, measuring the amount 

of charge Q stored on the capacitor and plotting the V-Q curve, as shown in Figure 2.8 

[64], the electrical power consumption can be calculated. The area of the V-Q curve cor-
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responds to the energy per period, and the electrical power is then obtained by multiply-

ing this value with the applied signal frequency. With 5 mm thick glass dielectric, Pons et 

al. [64] showed that the time-averaged electrical power increased with increased applied 

voltage, with a relation of              
 , as shown in Figure 2.9. Enloe et al. [12, 13], 

however, found a slightly different behavior in thinner dielectric case, as shown in Figure 

2.10. They claimed the relation between the consumed power and the voltage to 

be              
   . Similar behaviors have been found for different dielectrics, different 

applied voltage waveforms, and different frequencies by Roth et al. [70]. As a result, one 

can assume that the electrical power consumption of the surface DBD is on the same or-

der of magnitude as the surface corona discharge [2]. However, for a DC surface corona 

discharge, the electrical power consumption is almost constant and continuous due to the 

nearly constant current. The instantaneous power consumption of the surface DBD is to-

tally different, as the current contains a large number of peaks. As shown in Figure 2.11 

[2],  the power peaks can be up to 350 W while the time-averaged power consumption is 

only 16 W. As already mentioned, the current is limited by the power supply. The high 

peak value of 40 kW has been obtained by Séraudie et al. [66]. 
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Figure 2.9: Time averaged electrical power consumption versus applied voltage on 

plasma actuator with 5 mm glass dielectric, where Vo
 
is the minimum voltage to ignite 

the discharge [64] 

 

Figure 2.10: Power consumption versus applied voltage, from Enloe et al. [12] 
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Figure 2.11: Example of instantaneous electrical power consumption versus time for a 

surface DBD [2] 
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2.3.2 Optical properties 

Plasma optical emission observations have been done by several research groups to visu-

alize the discharge in different time scale levels. The DBD has rather complicate tem-

poral and spatial distributions than what we see with the naked eyes. With photomultipli-

er tubes and high speed digital cameras, Enloe et al. [71] and Orlov et al. [72] were able 

to obtain spatially and temporally resolved images of the plasma light emission within 

one cycle. The former group observed that in a sinusoidal waveform voltage driven plas-

ma actuator, the plasma first increased in length as the applied voltage rose, then extin-

guished when the voltage reached the maximum. With the reversal of the applied voltage, 

new plasma was formed and expanded again. The expansion rates increased as the ap-

plied voltage amplitude increased. The latter group took images with exposure times 

much longer than the duration of a microdischarge. They found that the plasma structures 

were significantly different between the two half cycles of the applied voltage, which is 

more filamentary in the positive going half cycles and more diffusive in the negative go-

ing half cycles. As shown in Figure 2.12 [71], the discharge in the negative-going half 

cycle is a diffusive discharge, while the discharge in the positive-going half cycle is high-

ly filamentary. In the filamentary discharge mode, the electric field is concentrated in the 

head of the streamer while in the body of the streamer the E field is much reduced. Hence 

the volume in which plasma interacts with air is much smaller than that in the diffuse dis-

charge mode. This phenomenon leads to an asymmetry in the body force production be-

tween the two half cycles. Sasoh et al. [73] took images with exposure time as short as 

ten nanoseconds. Their results suggested that the microdischarges started spatially ran-
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domly along the electrode width and were also temporally randomly distributed during 

the periods when the applied voltage was large enough to cause ionization. The lifetime 

of those microdischarges in the positive-going-voltage period was estimated to be on the 

order of 10 ns. 

 

Figure 2.12: High speed photography of discharge shows the different discharge struc-

tures between the positive-going half cycle (bottom) and the negative-going half cycle 

(top) [71] 
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2.3.3 Body force production 

Known as electro-hydrodynamic devices, the DBD plasma actuators are able to produce 

EHD forces when in operation. Boeuf et al. [74, 75] gave the analytical expression for the 

body force f per unit volume due to momentum transfer from charged particles to neutral 

particles in 2005: 

                           (2.4) 

where E is electric field, k is Boltzmann constant, ni and ne are the densities of ions and 

electrons, Ti and Te are the ion and electron temperatures, respectively. Here they did not 

count in the negative ions, but we will discuss later that in fact the negative ions are very 

important in the body force generation when the plasma actuators are operated in air. 

According to equation (2.4), there is no net body force in the perfectly neutral, uniform 

plasma, since the force generated by ions and electrons is completely balanced. However, 

at locations where the plasma is not uniform, or in the sheath region where the positive 

and negative charges are not balanced, net EHD forces can be obtained. 

In a DBD device configured as Figure 1.2, plasma is formed between the exposed elec-

trode and the dielectric surface, in forms of glow discharge, or streamer discharge de-

pending on applied voltage and frequency [70]. This surface plasma propagates along the 

dielectric towards the downstream direction, creating a relative large sheath volume, in 

which body force is generated. Boeuf et al. [74, 75] simulated the body force generation 

by coupling this generated EHD force into the fluid equations. Their result of net force 

produced over their computation domain is on the same orders of magnitude with the ex-

perimental results. Mamunuru et al. [76] also simulated this force generation with nano-
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second pulse voltage. Their work presented the streamer propagation along the surface 

and the spatial and temporal distribution of force generation within 10s of nanoseconds, 

which successfully described the fact that the body force is generated in the streamer 

head, or plasma sheath region.  

The aerodynamic DBD plasma actuator creates electric wind by generating time-

averaged net EHD force always pointing to the downstream of the plasma streamer, 

which is in agreement with almost all literature reports. However, there are two totally 

different phenomena when people focus on the force directions in different half cycles. 

Intuitively, the body force generated in different half cycles should be in opposite direc-

tions, since the applied external electric fields are opposite between positive-going half 

cycle and negative-going half cycle. This is referred to the “Push-pull” scheme [62], 

where the upper case P means the push-force is larger than the pull-force, ending up with 

a net push-force. Some studies illustrated this phenomenon [62, 76, 77]. To the contrary, 

there is the other scheme called “Push-push”, which indicates that the forces generated in 

different half cycles are both towards the downstream direction, with one larger Push and 

one smaller push. There are also both computational and experimental results supporting 

this scheme [61, 71, 72, 78]. 
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Figure 2.13: Net normalized force for each half cycle as a function of oxygen content 

[77] 

Recent research suggested that it is the composition of the gas that causes the distinction. 

Enloe et al. [79] proved that the DBD plasma actuator efficiency increase linearly with 

the fraction of oxygen in the gas. As an electronegative gas, oxygen is known to form 

negative ions. Kim et al. [80] qualitatively pointed out the key driver of the induced force 

to be the negative ion motion. More recently, Font et al. [77] examined the effects of ox-

ygen content on the behavior of the DBD plasma actuator. With a pendulum system 

measuring the thrust and the V-dot probe technique measuring the surface charge distri-

bution, their results showed that the force production is dominated by oxygen ions down 

to a level of 2-5% oxygen content. They also suggested an asymmetric body force pro-

duction temporally between the two half cycles of the discharge. They reported that in air 

environment (20% oxygen content), the majority of the force was produced by the actua-

tor while the exposed electrode was negative; in oxygen free environment (0% oxygen 
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content), the majority of the force was produced while the exposed electrode was posi-

tive. From their results, the direction of the produced force did alter between the presence 

of the oxygen and the absence of the oxygen, as shown in Figure 2.13. This actually uni-

fies the “Push-pull” and the “Push-push” schemes. Because those researches which sup-

port the “Push-pull” scheme were taken in the oxygen free environment or were simulat-

ed without considering negative ions, while those who support the “Push-push” scheme 

mostly operated the actuator in air, or included the negative ions in their simulations.  

The strong asymmetric behavior between the positive going half cycle and the negative 

going half cycle was investigated by more studies. Enloe et al. [71] used a pendulum sys-

tem to measure the induced force in different half cycles. They found that the force pro-

duction in the negative going half cycle was about 33 times larger than that in the positive 

going half cycle, when operated in air. They made further progress more recently, with 

detail examinations on the force oscillations over the course of a single half cycle [81]. 

The induced force was initially positive and then became negative when the voltage was 

positive going. As shown in Figure 2.14 [81], the change in angular velocity indicated 

acceleration direction and therefore the force direction. The same oscillation was ob-

served on the other half cycle when the voltage was negative going. The gross positive 

forces were comparable for both half cycles; however, the negative force was much larg-

er during the positive going cycle than during the negative going cycle. Thus, although 

both half cycles induced positive net forces, the net force was much larger during the 

negative going half cycle.  Their explanation was that the drag between the actuator sur-

face and the induced air flow contributed to the negative forces. 
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Figure 2.14: Angular velocity as a function of time for a single typical AC cycle [81] 

The effect of air humidity has been considered by Anderson et al. [82]. Their results 

showed that the plasma actuator performance did not change with the variation of the rel-

ative humidity of air. Though Orlov [69] mentioned in his thesis that this might be be-

cause the limit range of humidity (40%-60%) was checked, the results were quite con-

sistent with our results in larger range, which will be shown in a later chapter. However, 

it should be mentioned that the absolute humidity is more important. 

When we talk about the application of DBD plasma actuator in the flow control, we care 

about the timescale that governs the movements of the neutral fluid responding to body 

force induced by the plasma actuator. There are three separate temporal timescales in the 

DBD process [69]: The ignition and formation of the microdischarge is on the order of 

10
-8

 seconds; the driving frequency of the plasma actuator is usually on the order of 10 

kHz, which the characteristic timescale is 10
-4

 seconds; and finally the timescale of fluid 
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responding to body force is on the order of 10
-2

 seconds. The two orders of magnitude 

difference in timescale allows us to focus on the time-averaged net force production by 

the plasma actuator. 

The time-averaged net force is usually measured in quiescent flow environment, either in 

the form of induced flow velocity profile, or direct measurement of thrust. The flow ve-

locity profile is obtained with the aid of glass pitot tube, and a typical example is shown 

in Figure 2.15 [2]. The induced flow speed increases as the applied voltage increases. The 

maximum velocity usually occurs from 0.5 mm above the surface to about 2 mm, de-

pending on the dielectric thickness [64, 70, 83]. The magnitude of the induced flow ve-

locity in Figure 2.15 is changing from 0.8 m/s to 3.4 m/s, however, another group [84] 

reported that the induced velocity can be up to 8 m/s in their parametric studies. The di-

rect body force measurements were reported by several groups as well. Figure 2.16 gives 

two kinds of experimental setups for the thrust measurement. One [85] installs the plasma 

actuator directly on a electrical scale and obtains the induced thrust, while the other [12] 

measures the thrust with aid of a lever system. Their results indicate that the time-

averaged net body force is a few milli-Newtons per one meter of span-wise electrode 

length. Enloe et al. [13] even pointed out that the thrust is proportional to V
3.5

, which is 

similar to the relations between power consumption and the applied voltage, as well as 

the relations between the induced flow velocity and the applied voltage. 
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Figure 2.15: Typical velocity profiles measured with a glass pitot tube for different 

voltages [2] 
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(a) Thrust measurement setup by Enloe et al. [12] 

 

(b) Thrust measurement setup by Hoskinson et al. [85] 

Figure 2.16: Examples of experimental setups of direct body force measurement 
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2.3.4 Separation flow control 

Many researches were done in the flow environment to test the actual performance of the 

plasma actuator, rather than obtaining data in the quiescent gases. The Figure 2.17 [14] 

showed a success example of flow separation control using DBD plasma actuator. With 

the PIV flow visualization, the separated flow was observed to be well controlled to re-

attach to the surface with the effect of the surface mounted plasma actuators, at attack 

angle of 16 degree and flow Reynolds number of 158×10
3
.  

 

Figure 2.17: Photographs of visualized flow around the airfoil with plasma actuator off 

(left) and on (right) [14] 

Experiment results suggested that the direction of the actuator induced force is not critical 

to the separation control. Roth [15] placed a series of actuators on the top surface of an 

airfoil which induced force parallel to the background flow, and succeeded in causing 

flow re-attachment. Post et al. [14] re-attached the flow with speed up to 30 m/s by plac-

ing an actuator on the leading edge of the airfoil, which the induced force was perpendic-

ular to the top airfoil surface. Roupassov et al. [86] found similar results using pulsed ac-

tuators arranged to generate force perpendicular to the background flow but parallel to 

the surface. Burman et al. [87] did the same actuator orientation with sine wave voltage, 

as well as the situation that the actuator was placed to generate counter-flow force, and 
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the pressure profile they obtained suggested improved re-attachment. All these results 

suggested that the flow likely re-attach due to a forced transition to a turbulent boundary 

layer rather than to direct momentum injection into the boundary layer [88]. 

From all of the above studies, though the plasma actuator has been well established effec-

tive in the flow control, the efficiency is quite low and it is limited to certain external 

flow conditions. In order to obtain higher flow control performance with the plasma actu-

ator, researches have been done to optimize the plasma actuator. It is divided into two 

main categories: the optimization of the plasma actuator geometry and the optimization 

of the applied voltage. 

Roth [15] suggested that an array of single plasma actuators with optimized geometry 

operating with applied voltage signals that are shifted in phase can obtain larger thrust 

than a single plasma actuator. Porter et al. [62] and Corke et al.[89] investigated the use 

of different dielectric materials and geometries. Their results indicated that thicker dielec-

trics tend to have better performance than thinner dielectrics, which is consistent with the 

results from our group [90]. They also discovered that the width of the buried electrode is 

very important, that it should be sufficiently wide for the plasma formation and exten-

sion. Forte et al. [84] examined the plasma actuators with different electrode gaps, find-

ing a maximum induced flow velocity obtained in between 3 and 7 mm, although their 

dielectric thickness was 2 mm, which was larger than most other groups. Enloe et al. [13] 

tested exposed wire electrodes instead of the traditional ribbon electrodes and found that 

decreasing the diameter of the exposed wire electrode linearly increased the thrust devel-

oped with the same discharge power. Abe et al. [91] used a thin mesh as the exposed 
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electrode and found somewhat increased forces compared to the regular rectangular 

cross-section exposed electrodes for the same applied voltages. Gibson et al. [92] meas-

ured the induced forces with the comparison of how deeply the exposed electrodes were 

embedded in the dielectric. All of their results had smaller values than a “standard” actua-

tor with the entire exposed electrode above the dielectric surface, though the induced 

force did vary with different depth. Thomas et al. [93] did a set of studies including vary-

ing frequency, varying the shape of the exposed electrode edges, and varying the dielec-

tric materials. One particular result from their study is that, in their test range, the meas-

ured saturation body force decreases nearly linearly with the dielectric constant of the 

barrier material increases. They suggested this is due to the fact that materials with lower 

dielectric constant allow higher voltages to be applied before the onset of streamer for-

mation. 

Besides the optimization of the discharge geometry, researchers also varied the applied 

voltages to enhance the actuator performance. As the physics of the DBD suggested, 

more microdischarges are formed and higher flow velocity is induced by the plasma ac-

tuator with steeper and longer slope of the voltage signal. Post et al. [42] tested different 

forms of the input AC signal and the best performance was obtained when the applied 

voltage had the form of the positive sawtooth. Hoskinson et al. [94, 95] also took meas-

urement with symmetric triangular voltage waveform, using their plasma actuators with 

exposed wire electrode. More recently, the pulsed high voltage with nanosecond rising 

time provided encouraging results [96-100], which suggested the pulse-driven plasma 
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actuators have great potential in achieving improved performance for body force genera-

tion. 
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2.3.5 Brief review of computational research 

All the experimental work mentioned above, however, lack the direct information about 

the physics of force production, the distribution of electric fields and plasma densities. 

What is more, the resolutions of the spatial and temporal distributions were limited by the 

experimental devices. Therefore, numerical simulations were widely investigated to un-

derstand the physics in details. These computational studies span a wide range of com-

plexities, from simplified plasma physics that directly coupling forces into computational 

fluid dynamics (CFD) model, to very complicated plasma dynamics model. 

As a simplest case, Shyy et al. [101] approximated a constant body force induced by the 

plasma actuator within a triangular region defined by the region of the strongest electric 

field, and coupled this force into CFD simulations. Hall et al. [102] developed a potential 

flow model to model the effect of plasma actuators. In their modified CFD model, the 

plasma actuator was represented by a doublet or a collocated flow source and sink. They 

stated that after properly adjusting the doublet strength, the experimental data could be 

duplicated for the change in airfoil lift characteristics due to applying the plasma actua-

tors.  

Modeling of surface DBD plasma has been attempted by using Particle-in-cell (PIC) 

codes. Paulus et al. [103] tried to study the time-dependent evolution of the potential and 

the electrical field surrounding two-dimensional objects during a high voltage pulse. Font 

et al. [104] modeled the plasma actuator operating in pure nitrogen with constant biases 

applied to the exposed electrode. They obtained the temporal structures of the 

microdischarges, which quickly formed and extinguished when the voltage on the ex-
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posed electrode was negative and formed longer when the voltage was positive. Huerta et 

al. [105] used a commercial PIC code to simulate a similar system, however, the restrict-

ed particle numbers limited their results to the initial stages of the ionization avalanche. 

The body force production by the plasma on the neutral air was also simulated by differ-

ent teams. Roth et al. [106] calculated the force based on a derivation of the forces in 

gaseous dielectrics given by Landau et al.[107]. However, this body force doesn’t ac-

count for the presence of the charged particles. Suzen et al. [108, 109] utilized the elec-

trostatic model with the exponential weighting described by Orlov et al. [69] to compute 

the plasma body force using the formulation of Enloe et al. [12, 13]. They suggested 

splitting the electrostatic equations into two parts: one due to the external electric field 

and one due to the electric field created by the charged particle. Boeuf et al. [74, 75] es-

timated the body force acting on gas molecules with a collisional discharge situation. 

They considered a two dimensional asymmetric surface DBD in nitrogen at atmospheric 

pressure and concluded that the asymmetric configuration induced an asymmetry in the 

flow, comparable to a dc force in surface corona discharge. 

There have been numerous models developed for DBD in air that include very compli-

cate chemistry. These models can include 20-30 reaction equations with different reaction 

times and energy outputs, which account for electron, ion-neutral, and neutral-neutral re-

actions in different gases in the air [63, 110-113]. However, due to the fact that the com-

plexity of the problem requires significant computational power, most of them were de-

veloped only for a simple one dimensional DBD case or included only the main species 

which are important for body force production. Font et al. [114, 115] calculated nitrogen 
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and oxygen reactions based on the experimental results of Enloe et al. [79]. They were 

able to show the propagation of a single streamer from the bare electrode to the dielectric 

surface. Even being simplified as only two kinds of gases, the modeling of the whole AC 

cycle was still hard to obtain. 

The further simplified situation is to consider the gas as a mixture of electrons, ions and 

neutral molecule rather than considering the chemical reactions. These models solve the 

Poisson’s equation 

                )      (2.5) 

for the electrostatic potential   , (  is the permittivity of the medium, n+ and n- are the 

number densities of positive and negative charged particles) and the continuity equations 

   

  
                 (2.6) 

for each of the considered particle species (  is the particle fluxes with drift-diffusion ap-

proximations, and S and R are source and sink terms, respectively, for each of the mod-

eled processes that introduce or remove particles from the system). Singh et al. [116] 

used a finite element scheme to solve a DBD system in helium, considering field-

dependent ionization but no other sources of electrons. They obtained results similar to 

the experimental data, by coupling the calculated EHD force to a CFD code. Likhanskii 

et al. [100] considered the plasma as a four-fluid mixture of electrons, positive ions, neg-

ative ions and neutral molecules. They included in their sources and sinks the electron-

impact ionization, recombination, secondary-electron emission, and dielectric charging. 

More recently, they incorporated the photo-ionization as well. With their model, the for-
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mation of short duration (5-100 ns) microdischarge events was observed. The importance 

of the presence of negative ions in the air was also showed in their results. 

 

Figure 2.18: Schematic of space-time lumped-element circuit model for SDBD plasma 

actuator [68] 

The charged particle models mentioned above technically can precisely describe all the 

different processes involved in the plasma discharge. However, they are computationally 

time-consuming and require significant computer power, especially when applied to air at 

atmospheric pressure. Such simulations are not suitable to be a part of a design tool that 

would be used in the iterative optimization of the plasma actuators. Orlov et al. [68] ad-

dressed the need for an efficient method for predicting the body force field of the plasma 

actuators by introducing a space-time lumped-element circuit model. As shown in Figure 

2.18, similar to Enloe et al. [12], the model divided the domain over the covered elec-
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trode into N parallel networks. The properties of each parallel network depend on its dis-

tance from the exposed electrode. Orlov et al. [117] used some of the obtained data from 

this model and applied the generated force field as part of CFD conditions. The results 

yielded flow patterns in qualitative agreement with experimental velocity measurement. 

 

2.3.6 Other studies of DBD plasma actuators in flow control 

DBD plasma actuator are widely used and tested in various flow control applications. Be-

side the above examples of those studies dealing with the flow separation control on the 

surface of an airfoil, other flow control studies include the manipulation of a flow along a 

flat plate and the control of airflows around cylinders. The manipulation of a flow along a 

flat plate mainly focuses on the phenomena occurring in boundary layers [20, 118-121]. 

Depending on the orientation of the placement of the plasma actuator, the efforts of mo-

mentum addition [66, 122, 123] and boundary layer manipulation [20, 22, 124, 125] were 

both studied. The studies of airflows around cylinders focus on the turbulence and wake 

vortex shedding [56, 126-128].  
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2. 4 Conclusions 

We started from the gas breakdowns schemes and introduced the DBD plasma actuator 

and its application in active flow control. We also reviewed the characteristics of aerody-

namic DBD plasma actuators and a few research works that investigated flow control 

with it, including both experimental work and computational work. Although this topic 

attracted lots of attention recently due to the plasma actuator’s easy setup, simple opera-

tion, and good effectiveness on flow control, the physics behind the flow control scheme 

is still not clear and the overall efficiency of the plasma actuator must be further im-

proved.  
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Chapter 3 DBD plasma actuator designs with enhanced per-

formance 

As mentioned in Chapter 2, the DBD plasma actuator has many benefits in the active 

flow control, though the overall performance is limited because of the low-efficient ener-

gy conversion from electric energy to flow energy. Researchers studied various parame-

ters of the plasma actuator trying to optimize the performance, with different geometric 

configurations, different applied voltage signals and being placed at different positions on 

the airfoil. The performance with different locations of the plasma actuator placement 

highly depends on the external flow and particular airfoil shape and is limited to certain 

applications which the flow is relative stable. Both the geometric variation and the volt-

age waveform variation are more promising in the performance optimization, because 

they are almost independent of the conditions of the external flow by altering the electric 

field near the dielectric surface, changing the formation of the microdischarges and hence 

enhancing the overall authority of the plasma actuator itself.  

Comparing the geometric variation to the power form variation, the former has more ben-

efit because the easy and simple setup. It is believed that the voltage waveforms with 

steep rising slope can stimulate more microdischarges in one period, and result in more 

efficient force production. Particularly, the plasma actuators driven by pulses with nano-

seconds rising time are proved to generate larger body force, compared to the sine wave 

driven plasma actuators [96, 98, 129]. However, the power supplies are much more com-

plicated and expensive than the ones provide sine waves. The optimization on the plasma 

actuator geometry doesn’t add this complicity and it works in all conditions regardless of 
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the shape of applied waveforms. Hence, our performance enhancing designs is based on 

the geometric optimization of the plasma actuator. The design was initially derived from 

the “Push-pull” theory, though we now know that it is actually a coincidence that the idea 

of creating larger discharge asymmetry for the “Push-pull” scheme also works for the 

“Push-push” scheme.  

Intuitively, in a sine wave voltage drive DBD, the charges will go back and forth between 

the exposed electrode and the dielectric surface following the change of potential polari-

ties. Since the body force is produced by the momentum transfer between the charged 

particles and neutral particles, the charge movements provide body forces in opposite di-

rections between different half cycles during one period of applied voltage, which has 

been observed in the oxygen free experiments. However, with oxygen present, the pro-

cess behaves differently with the creation of negative oxygen ions. In both half cycles, 

the overall net body forces are produced in the downstream direction (positive force), alt-

hough spatially [130] and temporally [76] there is negative body force generation in the 

negative going half cycle 
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Figure 3.1: Surface potential distributions with sine wave voltage: 3 kHz, 10 kV peak-

to-peak. Electrode edge is at 0. [131] 

We find that in both “Push-pull” and “Push-push” case, there is a key factor that influ-

ences the ionization process and the net electric field distribution near the surface: the 

accumulated charges on the dielectric surface. There are two separate regions on the sur-

face that need to be considered: the region that plasma can reach and the region down-

stream of the visible discharge. 

In the region that plasma can reach, the surface charge transport is so strong and frequent 

that there is no net charge accumulation over cycles. Within a half period, once the dis-

charge connects the electrode and the dielectric surface, charge transport occurs to keep 

the potential balance between the two sides of the discharge channel and essentially stops 

the discharge. When the potential polarity reverses, electric field produced by the accu-

mulated charge in the previous half period strengthens the external electric field and leads 
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the reverse discharge more quickly. As the reverse discharges develop, the accumulated 

surface charges will be completely removed through the discharge channels to sustain the 

potential balance between the exposed electrode and the surface. As a result, there is no 

net charge accumulation on the surface over periods. 

However, in the region that beyond the plasma, there is net charge accumulation along 

the surface. Opaits et al. [131] performed electrostatic probe measurement to obtain the 

surface potential distribution along the dielectric surface right after turning off the plasma 

actuator. The results are shown in Figure 3.1, which shows a significant charge build-up 

on the dielectric surface in the region far downstream of the plasma. The visible plasma 

region extends only a few millimeter downstream of the exposed electrode edge, while 

the surface charge builds up centimeters away from it. The maximum surface potential is 

also comparable with the applied voltage (1.5kV versus 5 kV peak), which means that the 

external electric field by the applied voltage is dramatically distorted in the region that 

close to the dielectric surface. What is more, even though the applied voltage is in sym-

metric sine waveform, the surface charge has a positive polarity. Opaits et al. give their 

explanations that the positive polarity may be due to the much higher mobility of elec-

trons compared to positive ions which leads to a much higher electron current into the 

exposed electrode during the positive half cycle of the sine voltage compared to the posi-

tive ion current into the exposed electrode during the negative half cycle. On average 

over time, there is a net negative current into the exposed electrode and positive current 

flowing downstream. Besides, in the region downstream of the visible plasma, the elec-

trons are no longer regenerated by ionization. Instead they recombine with positive ions 
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and attach to oxygen molecules rapidly, which results in an ion-ion plasma jet with esti-

mated ion-ion recombination time on the order of milliseconds [129]. At an induced jet 

speed of several meters per second, the ion-ion plasma can flow downstream several cen-

timeters, and thus form several centimeters of the accumulated surface charge region by 

deposition. 

Our performance improvement design is based on the control of the accumulated surface 

charge. As mentioned, the voltage caused by the accumulated surface charge is compara-

ble to the applied voltage in the order of magnitude, thus the surface charge accumulation 

acts as a big factor to accelerate or decelerate the charged particles near the surface, and 

also provides the source of electrons for ionization. If the distribution of the surface 

charge can be controlled and optimized, it is believed that the performance of the plasma 

actuator can be significantly improved.  

We propose two schemes to control the surface charges: drain the accumulated charge 

away from the dielectric surface, and re-distribute the accumulated surface charges.  

The first scheme is to drain the surface charge. In the “Push-pull” scheme, the net body 

force over periods is the result of force cancelation between the positive-going half cycle 

and the negative-going half cycle. If part of the surface charge, which is deposited on the 

dielectric surface during the first half of the discharge cycle, is drained away before the 

beginning of the second half of the discharge cycle, an asymmetry of discharge will be 

created between the two half cycles and the difference in magnitude of the two body 

forces will become larger. The body force cancelation is partially eliminated and the net 

force will become larger.  
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In the “Push-push” scheme, the scheme of draining the surface charge is also valid. The 

“Push” and “push” are referred to the net body force over the half cycles for the whole 

actuator domain. However, simulations [100] suggested that there is a region which is 

close to the exposed electrode generating a “pull” force, although this force is cancelled 

by averaging on the whole domain. It was also proved that [76] in the early stage of the 

potential polarity reversing the body force is in different direction from the later stage of 

that half period. Both of the two studies indicated that the negative force generation oc-

curs inside the visible plasma region, where the surface charge transport is strong. There-

fore, draining the accumulated surface charge near the exposed electrode is helpful to 

create the asymmetry and to eliminate the “pull” force and enlarge the overall net force. 

To drain the surface charge, the best way is to find out a proper material which is able to 

replace the dielectric barrier. This material requires high resistivity that can be used as a 

discharge barrier to form DBD, as well as relative lower resistivity than the conventional 

dielectric materials which can drain the accumulated surface charge to the grounded elec-

trode fast enough. The optimized operation condition for this scheme is to use the proper 

selected barrier material and apply single-polarity pulse. During the duty period (pulse 

period), the discharge forms, body force is generated, and the charge is deposited on the 

surface; and during the off-duty period, the deposited surface charge will move through 

the barrier material and drain to the grounded electrode. In this scheme, there will be only 

one direction of charge movement and all the induced body force will be only in one di-

rection.  
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We estimated the electrical properties that the proposed material need to have [See Ap-

pendix A]: the product of the dielectric constant and the resistivity is            . 

Normally the dielectric constant is less than 100, so the resistivity is in the range of 

    to       .  

This value is higher than the common used semi-conductors and lower than the conven-

tional dielectrics. Doping the dielectric material with conductive material can be used to 

synthesize the material with desired resistivity. We have tried to dope the TiO2 with met-

al particles (gold colloid and silver colloid) or Si nanoparticles. However, the attempts 

were not successful. Though we are able to synthesize materials with resistivity on the 

order of         , some issues need to be solved before applying the materials to the 

plasma actuator application: To make the doped particle uniformly distributed in the bulk 

material is difficult. Moreover, doping significantly decreases the dielectric strength of 

the material which makes the barrier fail easily during discharge operation. Though the 

situation of the material selection is not promising, this drain-surface-charge scheme is 

believed to do well in enhancing the performance of the plasma actuator, which can be 

one of the further studies. 

The second scheme is to redistribute the surface charges. With aid of semi-conducting 

film on top of the dielectric surface, and a high-voltage-diode-driven downstream-

installed electrode, this scheme is a good substitution of the draining surface charge 

scheme, and provides promising enhanced performance of the plasma actuator in the flow 

control. The difference between these two schemes is that the drain-surface-charge 

scheme is to control the surface charge across the dielectric barrier in “vertical” direction; 
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while the redistribute-surface-charge scheme is to control the surface charge along the 

dielectric surface in “horizontal” direction. 

The second scheme has been proposed after the attempts of the material selection. The 

original idea was to drain the surface charge away to the downstream direction by depos-

iting a layer of semi-conductor thin film on top of the dielectric surface and introducing a 

third grounded electrode at the downstream direction to accept those drained charges, as 

shown in Figure 3.12. Unlike the dielectric material, semi-conductive material allows the 

surface charges to move along the surface, making surface charge re-distributing possi-

ble. The group at Princeton University [132] has done similar investigation on this con-

figuration. However, both the Princeton group and we obtained almost the same body 

force production performance compared to the traditional plasma actuator. The explana-

tion might be: In air, the positive potential which is caused by the accumulated surface 

charges at downstream of the visible plasma region can accelerate the negative oxygen 

ions and contribute to the thrust production, however, the third electrode lowers the 

downstream potential if grounded, which cancels the benefit of the surface charge drain 

from the visible plasma region.  

Moreau et al. [133] demonstrated the importance of the downstream potential in their 

three-electrode plasma actuator. Instead of grounding the two grounded electrodes in 

Figure 3.2, they connected a DC power supply to provide bias voltage to the two elec-

trodes. They compared the induced flow velocity profile for different cases with the posi-

tive bias, negative bias and no bias (traditional DBD) and found that the case with posi-

tive bias had the best performance among all three cases. This indicated that the positive 
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potential at the downstream position helped to accelerate the flow, which was consistent 

with our assumptions. However, in order to keep the third electrode always at high posi-

tive potential, Moreau et al. used a DC power supply providing voltage with kV, which 

made the whole setup complicated and expensive.   

 

 

Figure 3.2: Schematic of plasma actuator configuration with scheme of draining the 

surface charge to the downstream direction 

We use high voltage diodes to control the potential of the third electrode. As shown in 

Figure 3.3, a series of diodes are used to connect the third electrode and the power sup-

ply. The orientation of the diodes determines the relative voltage levels between the third 

electrode and the primary electrode. When the applied voltage becomes higher than the 

potential of the third electrode, the diodes are in short circuit mode and the potential on 

the third electrode is equal to the applied voltage. When the applied voltage is decreasing, 

the diodes cut off the connection and the third electrode will keep its voltage until there is 

a discharge between the third electrode and the dielectric surface, or the applied voltage 

rises above its potential again. Thus, the third electrode will always maintain an equal or 
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higher voltage value compared to the primary electrode. The schematic of this operation 

is shown in Figure 3.4 and typical characteristic potential curve on the third electrode is 

shown in the experimental results chapter (Figure 5.3). This provides benefits for the pos-

itive body force generation, especially with the fact that the negative oxygen ions play an 

important role in air. 

As shown in Figure 3.3, we introduce the new plasma actuator design, which is proved to 

increase the induced body force by about 70% while maintaining at the same or even 

lower power consumption level. This new plasma actuator design includes the two fea-

tures that we discussed above: I. There is a third electrode located downstream of the 

powered electrode, connected to the powered electrode by a series of high voltage diodes. 

The diodes are oriented in the direction that always keeps the third electrode at equal or 

higher potential compared to the powered electrode. The distance between the third elec-

trode and the primary electrode varies from the distance to which the visible plasma can 

reach (around 5 mm) to 20 mm. The experimental data show that the optimized distance 

is around 10 mm, which will be discussed in Chapter 5. This feature is to help the down-

stream locations maintain a relative high potential and drain part of accumulated surface 

charge by discharging from the dielectric surface or by charge movements through the Si 

film. II. A a-Si:H thin film with hundred-nanometer thickness is deposited on the top of 

the dielectric. The semi-conductive film helps the deposited surface charges moving 

around and re-distributing themselves after the original deposition. It also provides a 

conducting channel that drains the charges to either the primary electrode or the third 

electrode. 
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Figure 3.3: Scheme of the “new generation” plasma actuator design 

 

Figure 3.4: Schematic of surface charge control with the new plasma actuator design 
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We will introduce a set of experiments that evaluate the performance of this new plasma 

actuator design, some trials of new design optimization, as well as the experiments which 

explore the physics and the working schemes of this new design. Numerical simulations 

are also performed to help understand the effects of the added features in surface charge 

control. In chapter 4, the experimental device setups will be introduced and the results 

will be shown in chapter 5. Simulation works will be briefly introduced in the last section 

of Chapter 5.  
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Chapter 4  Experimental apparatus 

4.1 Introduction 

The experiments include two parts: 1. the performance measurement and the actuator 

configuration optimization; 2. the exploration of the physics behind the thrust enhance-

ment.  

The Plasma Enhanced Chemical Vapor Deposition (PECVD) system is needed to deposit 

the Si film onto the top of the dielectric, which will be introduced in section 4.2. To ob-

tain the electrical characteristics of the plasma actuator, we use the high voltage probe 

and the current probe along with the oscilloscope. The power consumption is also calcu-

lated by applying a capacitor in the circuit. Details of the electrical diagnostic devices 

will be shown in section 4.3. The setups for the thrust measurements in quiescent air and 

for stagnation pressure profiles of the induced flow are introduced in section 4.4 and 4.5. 

Optical diagnostic technique and V-dot probe technique are used to explore the discharge 

intensity profile and the surface charge distributions, which are introduced in section 4.6 

and 4.7.  

The traditional plasma actuator used in our experiment consists of two electrodes and one 

dielectric plate, as shown in figure 1.2. The dielectric barrier is made of a 0.7 mm thick 

ceramic plate and the electrodes are made of copper tape strips with 7 mm wide and 75 

mm long in span-wise direction. The copper strips are directly adhered to the ceramic 

surface. The grounded electrode is insulated by Kapton tape in order to prevent backside 

discharge. 
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The new plasma actuator design uses the same geometry and materials as the traditional 

plasma actuator, besides the added new features. A-Si:H thin film is deposited on the sur-

face of the ceramic plate by the PECVD system before attaching the exposed electrode, 

with the thickness from 100 nm to 400 nm. An additional strip of copper is attached at 

downstream of the exposed electrode, with the gap distance around 10 mm. High voltage 

diodes are used to connect the third electrode and the primary electrode and oriented as 

shown in Figure 3.3 to keep the third electrode at high potential. X150FF5 series from 

Voltage Multipliers, Inc are chosen in our plasma actuator. These diodes are capable for 

voltage up to 15 kV and the recovery time is only 50 ns, which is negligible compared to 

the period of 10 kHz power signal. The Figure 4.1 is the photograph of the two plasma 

actuator configurations. The back electrodes are grounded and covered with Kapton tape. 

The high voltage diodes are insulated by dielectric tapes to prevent arcing between two 

sides of the diodes. 

 

Figure 4.1: Photograph of traditional and new plasma actuator design 
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4.2 PECVD system 

We use the Plasma Enhanced Chemical Vapor Deposition system to deposit the amor-

phous silicon to the surface of the ceramic plate. The schematic graph of the system is 

shown in Figure 4.2.  

 

Figure 4.2: Schematic graph of the PECVD system 

The system is operated in the vacuum environment with pressure of 100 mTorr. RF volt-

age of several hundred volts is used to ignite the Silane-Helium plasma. Diluted Silane 

(5% mixed with Helium) is the reactant gas which decomposes in the plasma and forms 

silicon and hydrogen. Hydrogen is pumped away from the vacuum chamber and the Si is 

deposited on the surface of substrate, in our case, the ceramic plate. The substrate tem-
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perature is controlled at 250 
o
C to form the amorphous Si film. The Argon line shown in 

Figure 4.2 is used to purge the system since silane is toxic. 

The typical operation procedure consists of: 

1. Insert the substrate into the chamber, make it well contact with the ground electrode, 

and then evacuate the chamber to an estimated pressure less than 3 mTorr; 

2. Heat up the ground electrode and a temperature controller is used to maintain the sub-

strate at 250 
o
C; 

3. Fill the chamber with diluted silane with proper mass flow rate (usually 22 sccm in our 

chamber) to maintain the vacuum pressure at 100 mTorr; 

4. Ignite the plasma with RF power supply and start to collect the Si film. The operation 

time depends on the thickness of the film needed; 

5. After the deposition, flow argon to purge the chamber and cool down the system. Then 

the substrate with Si film can be taken out.  

We can vary some of the control parameters to make films with different levels of quality 

and different thicknesses. By adjusting the substrate temperature during deposition we 

can obtain either amorphous Si or crystalline Si. By varying the deposition time we can 

obtain different thickness of the film and Figure 4.3 shows the visual difference of the 

film under different deposition time. The color becomes darker with thicker film (longer 

deposition time). Figure 4.4 shows the SEM image of the film on a glass substrate, with 

deposition time of 140 minutes, substrate temperature of 250
 o

C, and Silane flow rate of 

19.4 sccm. The SEM image clearly shows that the deposited film is 100 nm in thickness. 
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Figure 4.3: Pictures of deposited Si film on ceramic plate with different deposition 

time 

The Figure 4.5 shows the Raman spectroscopy of the films with substrate temperature of 

250 
o
C when depositing. Three samples are compared in the spectroscopy: one amor-

phous Si sample, our film with 75 minutes deposition time and our film with 140 minutes 

deposition time. The amorphous Si peaks are clearly shown in the Raman spectroscopy, 

which suggests that the films are mainly composited from amorphous Si. 

 

Figure 4.4: Example of SEM image of the Si film 

Si layer 

250 
o
C, 19.4 sccm, 140 min  
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Figure 4.5: Example of Raman spectroscopy of the Si films 
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4.3 Electrical diagnostic 

It is important to characterize the electrical properties when evaluating the performance 

of the plasma actuator. With the aid of the Tektronix TDS 460A 4 channel oscilloscope, 

High voltage probe from Tektronix (Model P6015A) is used to measure the voltage on 

the primary electrode and current probe from Pearson Electronics, Inc. (Model 6585) is 

used to measure the current output from the power supply. The power supply consists of 

a function generator (Tektronix CFG 253) and an amplifier (Trek Model 20/20B high 

voltage amplifier). The sine wave signal generated by the function generator is multiplied 

by 2000 at the output of the amplifier. The electrical circuit diagram is shown in Figure 

4.6. 

 

Figure 4.6: Electrical circuit diagram of the plasma actuator 

The current monitor provides the magnitude and phase of the current flowing through the 

primary electrode. However, it is not accurate when we calculate the power consumption 
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with this current probe. That is because the output waveform is not perfect sinusoidal 

wave, which include the discharge spikes and distortions due to the amplification. 

In power consumption measurement, we need accurate magnitudes of current I and volt-

age V, as well as the phase differences between the V and I. The experimental setup was 

first given by Wagner et al. [18], as shown in Figure 4.7. This method added a resistor 

(R≈50 Ω) or a capacitor (C≈10 nF) to the circuit between the ground and the grounded 

electrode. One voltage probe was used to measure the voltage magnitude U and phase on 

the exposed electrode, while the second voltage probe was used to measure the voltage 

magnitude Umeas and phase between the added resistor (or capacitor) and the ground. If 

we choose the capacitor to be added into our circuit, we are able to measure the trans-

ferred charge Q=CUmeas between the electrodes. The Q-U relation forms a typical 

Lissajous figure, as shown in Figure 4.8. The power consumption then can be calculated 

from the area of the Q-U diagram. 

The electric energy consumed per voltage cycle Eel can be estimated as [18]: 

                                               

                       (4.3.1) 

With the applied voltage frequency f and period T, the total power consumed can be cal-

culated as: 

    
 

 
          (4.3.2) 
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Figure 4.7: Circuit setup for power consumption measurement [18] 

 

Figure 4.8: Ideal example of Q-U oscillographic presentation (Lissajous figure) [18] 
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4.4 Thrust measurement 

There are many ways to measure the induced body force of the plasma actuator, in which 

the most direct ways are to mount the plasma actuator to a force measuring device, such 

as those methods shown in Figure 2.16. However, the tension force by the connecting 

wires may introduce inaccuracy in their experiments. 

We use the method similar to Enloe et al. [12], with a lever system to transform the in-

duced body force to an electronic scale (AND GF-300), as shown in Figure 4.9. Howev-

er, we re-designed the pivot joint of the lever system so that it can prevent the unwanted 

influence of the connecting wires. The lever bar is made of strong strength wood with a 

complex joint structure at its pivot. The details are shown in Figure 4.10. The lever stands 

has a dielectric holder which is made from Teflon. This dielectric holder is used to sepa-

rate the powered connector and the grounded connector. The aluminum connectors are 

cylindrical with cone shape caps. On the lever bar, the pivot joint is made of two alumi-

num blocks separated by a Teflon block. The two aluminum blocks sit on the connectors 

directly when the lever bar is in position. We make the top of the connectors with pivot 

balls and add conducting lubricate grease to minimize the friction while maintaining good 

electrical connection. The copper strips are used to connect the aluminum blocks to the 

copper holder for plasma actuator which is mounted at the end of the lever bar. The cop-

per plasma actuator holder is made from three pieces, that two copper rods are bent to 

hold the plasma actuator and to connect the power side and the grounded side, and one 

Teflon piece to prevent arcing between the two copper rods. 
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Figure 4.9: Schematic diagram of the thrust measuring lever system 

With this lever system, all components on the lever bar are at fixed position and cannot 

move or oscillate as the free shaking wires. Thus we are able to measure the force at its 

highest accuracy. However, this setup still introduces small errors when we measure the 

thrust and the power consumption at the same time. Because the lever bar should be act-

ing as a whole part, we are not able to connect the high voltage probe directly to the ex-

posed electrode of the plasma actuator. Instead, the closest point to the exposed electrode 

that can be contacted to the high voltage probe without disturbing the movement of the 

lever bar is at the powered connector on the lever stands. This does introduce the inaccu-

racy if the magnitude of the voltage on the exposed electrode is needed. But it will not be 

a problem for side by side comparison of thrust production, as long as the readings of the 

voltage meter are kept as the same. 
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Figure 4.10: Schematic graphs of designing details for the lever system: 

Top left: Cross-section view of pivot joints of the lever system; Top right: Side view of 

pivot joints; Bottom left: Top view of plasma actuator mounting; bottom right: side view 

of plasma actuator mounting 
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4.5 Pressure measurement 

The other way to evaluate the performance of the plasma actuator is to measure the in-

duced flow velocity, or more directly, the total pressure of the induced flow. In our exper-

iments, we have measured the total pressure profiles both in quiescent air and in the flow 

environment. The measurement with flow is measured in a low-speed open-return wind 

tunnel which can provide the flow with Reynolds number of 50,000 and turbulence inten-

sity of 2.5%. The conditions are chosen to represent the low pressure turbine situation of 

flight engines at cruising altitudes. More information about the pressure measurement in 

flow environment can be reached at Burman et al. [125]. 

 

Figure 4.11: Schematic of pressure measurement with a glass pitot tube  

In the quiescent air, the total pressure measurement is set up as shown in Figure 4.11. A 

glass pitot tube along with a manometer is used to obtain the pressure data. The outer di-

ameter of the glass pitot tube is 1.25 mm and the inner diameter is 0.5 mm. While metal 
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tubes with smaller diameters are readily available, arcing has been observed in the vicini-

ty of the discharge and the charged dielectric. An arc-like discharge can affect the local 

velocity field, and hence affects the measured total pressure.  

A Dwyer 1430 Microtector micro-manometer is used for the pressure measurement. It is 

specified to be precise to 12.8×10
-3 

mm (0.00050 inch) of water column pressure, and has 

a 0 - 50.8mm (0 - 2 inches) of water column pressure range. 

In this study, the pressure measurement is used to compare the induced flow velocities 

with different plasma actuator configurations. Hence the pitot tube can be placed down-

stream at a fixed distance from the exposed electrode.  
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4.6 Optical diagnostic 

The optical characteristics of the plasma in the DBD are also important in the study. We 

have used a normal digital camera and an Intensified Charge Coupled Device (ICCD) 

camera from Princeton Instruments to capture the discharge images. 

The normal digital camera (for example a cell phone camera) is used to capture the dis-

charge image in relative large time scale. The discharge pictures obtained have no differ-

ence from what we see with naked eyes. However, the breakdown phenomenon occurs in 

nanoseconds and the discharge cycles are in microseconds range (For a 10 kHz frequen-

cy, the period is 100 µs). So an ICCD camera is necessary to receive a measurable signal 

from the discharge in such short exposure times. 

The ICCD from Princeton Instruments is a powerful tool for this kind of application. It 

has the ability to select the exposure between shutter mode and gate mode, which can 

provide a large range of exposure time from 2 nanoseconds to seconds. Meanwhile, with 

the camera controller, we can synchronize internally or externally to capture the dis-

charge image, and this gives us full control on the exposure time and synchronization 

with the applied voltage. Figure 4.12 shows the synchronization setup with the measuring 

circuit. 
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Figure 4.12: Synchronization setup of ICCD camera 

The ICCD controller is controlled by a data-acquisition software on a computer. Many 

parameters can be controlled through the software, such as the exposure time (the shutter 

speed or the gate width), the delay of each gate, and the number of accumulations on the 

CCD sensor. In fact, sometimes the signal is too weak to detect even if the intensifier is 

amplifying it as much as possible. In this case we can set up through the software, allow-

ing the same images to be accumulated on the CCD sensor many times before being ac-

tually collected by the acquisition software. In this way the final picture will be the sum 

of many distinct frames. This technique can increase the camera sensitivity by huge 

amount. However, it lacks the ability to study the non-uniformity of the discharge since 

essentially it collect the images from many cycles but the discharges vary greatly from 

cycle to cycle. 
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4.7 V-dot probe technique 

V-dot probe technique has been used to measure the surface charge distribution along the 

stream-wise direction. The schematic diagram is shown in Figure 4.13. 

 

Figure 4.13: Schematic diagram of surface charge distribution measurement (revised 

from Font et al. [77]) 

In this technique, the grounded electrode is cut into segments and each segment is isolat-

ed. In Figure 4.13, the top-view picture shows the staggered arrangement of the segments 

in order to achieve higher resolution in stream-wise direction. Each time only one seg-

ment is measured while the other segments remain grounded. The segment is connected 

to an op-amp-based integrating circuit, which allows us to measure the displacement cur-

rent at the segment location. The L-C and low pass filter are added to filter out any dis-

charge spikes in the signal, which will be discussed in details in the next chapter. 
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The voltage induced by the displacement current at the ith segment is contributed by the 

charges on the exposed electrode and the charges on the surface, which gives: 

                                                      (4.7.1) 

where the K1 and K2 are the calibration factors which need to be measured in two sepa-

rate steps.  The K1 is the response to a fluctuating voltage on the exposed electrode with-

out plasma, and the K2 is the response to the voltage induced by the surface charges.  

The upper surface potential is contributed by the surface charges and the potential on the 

exposed electrode as well: 

                                                          (4.7.2) 

Where the calibration factor K3,i is due to electric field lines that reach each segment from 

below the dielectric (in forms of C3 in Figure 4.13). It can be directly derived from the 

Laplace’s equation with the plasma actuator geometry and the dielectric permittivity de-

tails. 

However, we are more interested in the surface charge distribution, which can be fully 

described by the distribution of Vsurface charge. By solving (4.7.1), it gives: 

                     
                           

  
 (4.7.3) 

The distribution of the surface charge will be identical to the distribution of 

                     . 

To measure                     , we need first obtain the calibration factor K1 and K2. K1 

can be calibrated by keeping the voltage below the point where the plasma ignites. The 

right side of equation (4.7.1) reduces to only the first term when there is no plasma and 
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no surface charge. Hence K1, i can be obtained by dividing the voltage on the ith segment 

electrode from the voltage on the exposed electrode.   

     
           

                   
 (4.7.4) 

To obtain K2, we can temporarily extend the exposed electrode above the buried elec-

trode, as shown in Figure 4.14. The voltage on the extended portion can simulate the 

voltage caused by the surface charges when there is plasma. Then in equation (4.7.1),  

                  always equals the voltage on the exposed electrode and K2 then can be 

solved: 

   
           

                   
      (4.7.5) 

Knowing K1, i and K2, and equation (4.7.3), we can obtain                   at each down-

stream position i and hence the potential distribution. 

 

Figure 4.14: Schematic of temporary extension of exposed electrode 
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Chapter 5  Results and data analysis 

5.1 Typical characteristics of plasma actuator 

The plasma actuator is normally operated by sinusoidal waveforms to sustain the DBD. 

With the circuit presented in Figure 4.6, we are able to obtain the voltage and current 

characteristics of the plasma actuator. The typical input voltage and discharge current re-

lation of our plasma actuator is shown in Figure 5.1. In this case the plasma actuator is 

operated in Helium gas with pressure of 760 Torr. The applied voltage is 1.6 kV from 

peak to peak and the frequency is 10 kHz. The figure indicates that the current signal has 

two components: a capacitive sinusoidal component (the displacement current) and an 

overlying component due to the discharge current. The displacement current is 90 degree 

out of phase with the applied voltage, as expected. The microdischarges occur and devel-

op in very short period which are in the shape of spikes in the current waveforms. There 

is an asymmetry of the discharge current existing between the positive half cycle and the 

negative half cycle in the plasma actuator, due to the asymmetric geometric configura-

tion. 

The electrical power consumption is measured using Wagner et al.’s method [18], which 

is described in section 4.3. In our experiment, a 0.1 µF capacitor is inserted between the 

insulated electrode and the ground. The plasma actuator’s off-state capacitance can be 

determined by measuring the voltage across this capacitor with respect to the applied 

voltage in the absence of plasma. When the plasma is present, the measurement of the 

voltage across this capacitor as a function of applied voltage during a complete cycle can 

be plotted as capacitor charge versus applied voltage. One typical plot is shown in Figure 
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5.2, with the plasma actuator operated in air with applied voltage of 16 kV peak to peak 

and frequency of 6 kHz. Then the power consumption is calculated by integrating the en-

closed area of the plot and multiplying with the frequency. However, as shown in Figure 

5.2, some unavoidable noises exist in the plot, which causes the power measurement to 

have an inaccuracy of ±1 W. 

 

Figure 5.1: Input voltage Vs. Discharge current in Helium at 760 Torr [Courtesy of D. 

Poon] 

For the new plasma actuator design, we have also measured the temporal potential varia-

tion on the third electrode, which is shown in Figure 5.3. The applied voltage is 15 kV 

peak to peak with frequency of 6 kHz. In our design, the series of high voltage diodes 

keep the 3
rd

 electrode always at higher potential, compared to the exposed primary elec-

trode. It is clearly shown in Figure 5.3 that the potential at the 3
rd

 electrode is kept well 

above the applied voltage, except the short period when the applied voltage reaches its 
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peak. Ideally the potential on the third electrode should be equal to the applied voltage at 

the peak value, however, in reality the high voltage diodes are not ideal diodes and the 

discharges between the third electrode and the plasma actuator surface could distort the 

voltage waveforms.  

 

Figure 5.2: Charge on capacitor Vs. Applied voltage (Vapp = 16 kV p-p; f = 6 kHz) 

 

Figure 5.3: The applied voltage Vs. potential on the 3
rd

 electrode (15 kV p-p, 6 kHz) 
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Figure 5.4: Discharge images during different half cycles (Courtesy of D. Poon): left 

image taken in the negative going half cycle (trigger high); right image taken in the posi-

tive going half cycle (trigger low)  

The discharge can be characterized by the high speed imaging technique. The Figure 5.4 

shows the discharge images taken by the ICCD camera in different half cycles. The shut-

ter opens as the trigger signal changes and the exposure lasts for half cycle. The trigger 

level is set to change at each peak of the applied voltage, giving full exposure of positive 

current or negative current, since the current is 90 degree out of phase compared to the 

applied voltage. The images in different half cycles clearly show the discharge asym-

metry optically. The visible plasma extends further during the positive going half cycle 

than during the negative going half cycle. By increasing the dielectric thickness from 

0.13 mm to 1.27 mm, the difference in plasma extension length increases and more thrust 

is generated under the same electric power consumption. This indicates that the discharge 

asymmetry contribute, at least partially, to the net thrust generation of the plasma actua-

tor. More details can be found at Poon et al. [90]. 
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The plasma actuator produces electric wind, which is characterized in two ways: by the 

total pressure measurement with a glass pitot tube and by the direct thrust measurement 

using a lever system. These two methods provide us good evaluation to the plasma actua-

tor performance. Figure 5.5 shows the measured total pressure as a function of the ap-

plied frequency. The applied voltage is 12.8 kV peak to peak, with varying frequencies. It 

shows that the induced flow velocity (in terms of the total pressure) increases as the fre-

quency increases initially, and then the flow velocity starts to decrease after the frequency 

increases to 8 kHz and larger. Theoretically, because the microdischarge processes have 

much shorter time scale than the periods of the applied voltage, the electric energy con-

sumed as well as the produced net force in one period is almost the same, with the same 

magnitude of applied voltage. Thus, as the frequency increases, the energy consumed per 

second (i.e. the power) increases as well. When the power reaches the limit of our power 

supply, the power limit protection kicks in and the further increased frequency cannot 

further increase the thrust any more. This can direct us to operate the plasma actuator in 

the range that the power supply is not limited. In the experiment, our operation conditions 

usually are: 0-17 kV of voltage magnitude and 0-7 kHz of the applied frequency. 

Figure 5.6 shows one example of the direct thrust measurement, plotting the thrust versus 

applied voltage at frequency of 600 Hz. The plasma actuators are traditional two elec-

trode plasma actuator using polyester and glass as the dielectric barrier. The results indi-

cate the power relations between the induced body force and the applied voltage, which is 

in agreement with the conclusions of Enloe et al. [12, 13] quite well. 
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Figure 5.5: Total pressure versus applied frequency (V=12.8 kV p-p) 

 

Figure 5.6: Thrust Vs. voltage for polyester and glass dielectric (f=600Hz) 
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Thrust produced by plasma actuator in environment with different humidity has also been 

recorded. The measurement was taken inside a chamber to keep the humidity around the 

plasma actuator relative stable. The temperature was kept at 21.5 
o
C. A commercial hu-

midifier bought from department store was used to vary the relative humidity in the 

chamber from 25% to 55%. The humidity was measured by a hygrometer and the thrust 

was measured with the lever system. The plasma actuator was operated at 6 kHz and the 

applied voltage was 14 kV from peak to peak. The results are shown in Figure 5.7. We 

find that the induced body force stays at the same level as the relative humidity increases. 

This is consistent with the results of Anderson et al. [82]. 

 

Figure 5.7: Thrust Vs. relative humidity 
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5.2 Thrust comparison 

In this section, we will introduce the thrust comparison between the new plasma actuator 

design and the traditional two-electrode plasma actuator. However, only the most opti-

mized cases are introduced here. More measurement will be introduced in section 5.4, 

where we will discuss the geometric optimization. 

When measuring the thrust, the lever system needs to be in the steady state which gives a 

steady, non-fluctuating reading on the electronic scale. Hence, all the thrusts have been 

recorded in the following procedure: 1. When in steady state, record the scale reading be-

fore turning the plasma actuator on; 2. Turn on the plasma actuator, and usually the scale 

reading will jump to a high level instantaneously, then fluctuate and decay to a lower lev-

el; 3. Wait until the scale reading becomes stable or fluctuates in a small range; 4. Record 

the scale reading if it is stable, or if the fluctuation is small (giving ±0.2 mN/m error), 

read the maximum and minimum of the readings and record the average; 5. If fluctuation 

is large, continue to wait until the fluctuation reduces. Usually we wait for 3 minutes and 

record the values, at which time the scale readings are close to stable. 
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Figure 5.8: Plasma actuators for comparison 

As shown in Figure 5.8, four different configurations of the plasma actuator are com-

pared: the traditional plasma actuator shown in top left; the plasma actuator with a third 

downstream electrode which is connected to the power via high voltage diodes, shown in 

top right; the plasma actuator with 200 nm thick a-Si:H film on the top surface of the die-

lectric and a floating downstream third electrode, shown in bottom left; and the new 

plasma actuator design shown in the bottom right, which has both diodes connected third 

electrode and 200 nm thick a-Si:H film. For all cases, the upstream edges of grounded 

electrodes are vertically superposed with the downstream edges of the powered elec-

trodes. For the latter three cases, the distances between the two upper electrodes are 10 

mm.  

 V V 

V V 
With Si 

With diodes Traditional 

With Si and diodes 
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Figure 5.9: Thrust comparison with varying voltage at 6 kHz 

 

Figure 5.10: Thrust comparison with varying frequency with applied voltage of 14 kV 
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The results are shown in Figure 5.9 and Figure 5.10. Figure 5.9 compares the thrusts gen-

erated by the four plasma actuators as a function of voltage. Plasma actuators are operat-

ed at 6 kHz and the magnitude of voltage is varied from 12 kV to 16 kV. Figure 5.10 

compares the thrust with different frequencies with plasma actuator operated at 14 kV 

peak to peak. Also during the measurements, it was ensured that the power limit of the 

amplifier was not reached for all cases.  

For all cases, the thrust increases as the applied voltage or frequency increases. More data 

of the thrust of the new plasma actuator design are also shown in Figure 5.11. The trend 

of thrust with increasing frequency or increasing applied voltage is quite consistent with 

the theory: thrust increases when power consumption increases. 

Both in Figure 5.9 and Figure 5.10, the traditional two-electrode plasma actuator provides 

the least thrust generation. The case with Si film on surface provides higher thrust and the 

case with the third electrode connected has more improvement. This is reasonable since 

the case with Si film re-distributes the surface charge, which is less effective than the 

case building a high potential at downstream direction to accelerate the negative oxygen 

ions directly. The new design, which combines the two above features, provides the high-

est thrust, with the value 70% higher than that of the traditional plasma actuator. The 

thrust increments also indicate that the thrust enhancement of the new design is actually 

the add-up of the effects of the two individual features. 

To describe the plasma actuator performance, compared to the thrust versus applied volt-

age or frequency, a better way is to show the thrust as a function of the electric power 

consumption. Figure 5.12 gives the comparison of thrust versus power per unit electrode 
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length between the traditional plasma actuator and the new design. As we can see from 

the plots, the overall performance of the new design (indicated by red dots) is higher than 

the traditional plasma actuator (the black square): The produced thrust for new design is 

higher than that of the traditional plasma actuator at the same power consumption level. 

For most cases, at the same frequency and applied voltage, the new design consumes 

more power while delivering slight larger thrust at low power consumption level. How-

ever, when the power consumption per unit electrode length passes 120-150 W/m, the 

new design starts to save power but induces much larger thrust than the traditional plasma 

actuator. For the 7 kHz cases, in our measuring range the power consumed by the new 

plasma actuator design is always less than that of the traditional plasma actuator. One 

may notice that the thrusts produced by the new plasma actuator design in Figure 5.12 are 

less than that in Figure 5.11. That is because in Figure 5.12 the new design is deposited 

with 100 nm thick a-Si:H film, compared to the 200 nm thick film used in Figure 5.11. 

The film thickness affects the conductivity of the Si film, and hence affects the charge re-

distribution speed and the thrust production. We will give more demonstration in the op-

timization section 5.4. 

For long term applications, we need to verify that if the new plasma actuator design can 

stay in the same performance after long time. One factor that may influence the perfor-

mance in time is the deposited Si film. The a-Si:H film will oxidize in air gradually, 

which changes the surface characters, resulting in changes of the thrust production. How-

ever, the experiment shows that it is not a problem. Data in figure 5.13 was measured 

three years after Figure 5.9, which gives the thrust comparison between the new design 
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and the traditional plasma actuator. The new designed plasma actuator was used the same 

one which was measured 3 years ago. It shows that the new designed plasma actuator 

produces exactly the same level thrust as one shown in Figure 5.9. The performance im-

provement of the new designed plasma actuator almost does not change even after three 

years.  

 

Figure 5.11: Thrust data profile of the new plasma actuator design 
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Figure 5.12: Thrust comparison with varying electric power consumption 

 

Figure 5.13: Thrust measurement 3 years later than that of Figure 5.9, with the same 

new designed plasma actuator 
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5.3 Total pressure measurement 

With a glass pitot tube measuring the total pressure profile, we are able to compare the 

induced electric wind speeds between the traditional plasma actuator and the new design. 

 

Figure 5.14: Total pressure comparison. Pressure profiles measured with a glass pitot 

tube 

Figure 5.14 shows the total pressure comparison in quiescent air background. In the total 

pressure measurement, only two cases are compared: the traditional plasma actuator and 

the new design. Pitot tube is located and fixed at 4 cm downstream of the primary ex-

posed electrode edge and the centerline of the pitot tube is 0.825 mm above the dielectric 

surface. The results indicate that the pressures produced by the new design can reach as 

high as four times of the pressures produced by the traditional plasma actuator. Derived 

from Bernoulli’s equation, we have: 

                
   

 
   (5.3.1) 
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Though equation (5.3.1) applies only to incompressible fluid, we can still estimate that 

the pressure induced by the flow velocity has a relation of      without introducing 

large errors. Hence the plasma actuator with new design induces the air flow with dou-

bled velocity compared to the flow induced by the traditional plasma actuator. 

 

Figure 5.15: Pressure comparisons of plasma actuators in wind tunnel [Courtesy of D 

Burman] 

The Figure 5.15 shows the plasma actuator comparisons in the flow environment. In this 

experiment, we have constructed two 3-electrode plasma actuators with glass dielectric, 

one of which the third electrode is connected to the primary electrode via high voltage 

diodes (“3 electrodes active” in the figure), while for the other the third electrode is kept 

floating (“2 electrodes active” in the figure). The reason to keep the third electrode in 

both cases is to eliminate geometric effect to the external flow. Both cases are free of Si 

film and the discharge conditions are stated in the figure. The plasma actuators are locat-
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ed at the same position on the surface of a Pratt & Whitney Pack-B low pressure turbine 

airfoil passage. The turbine passage is then put into a low-speed open-return wind tunnel 

which provides a flow with Reynolds number of 50,000 and turbulence intensity of 0.5% 

to 20%. The “actuator not activated” case in the figure shows the pressure profile as a 

function of wall normal distance (the vertical axis) when the plasma actuator is off. The 

profile clearly shows that the free stream flow is about 5 mm above the turbine passage 

surface. At distance close to the surface, we observe negative pressure values, which in-

dicate the flow separates from the surface at the measuring location. With the plasma ac-

tuator on, the flow is well controlled to re-attach to the surface, by displaying beautiful 

boundary layer pressure profiles. The pressures close to the surface return to nearly 0 and 

increase linearly until the boundary of the free stream. Compare the two plasma actuator 

cases, the “3 electrodes active” case more effectively “kicks” the boundary layer flow 

than the “2 electrodes active” case, resulting in larger pressure values near the flow 

boundary layer.  

At this moment, the new design with both the third electrode and the Si film has not been 

tested in the flow environment. The main issue is that the thin film deposition on to a 

curved airfoil passage surface is limited by our PECVD system, since substrate tempera-

ture requirement of the amorphous Si deposition is critical. This can be a part of further 

study. In the next section, we will focus on the geometric study of the plasma actuators, 

mainly based on the direct thrust measurement and the voltage limit due to the present of 

the third electrode. 
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5.4 Geometric optimization of new designs 

In the previous studies, researchers [13, 15] have demonstrated that the performance of 

the traditional plasma actuator is affected by the geometric configurations at certain level. 

This is also true for the new plasma actuator design. In the following we present experi-

mental data with different configurations of the new plasma actuator design, trying to 

find out an optimized configuration.  

Here we only show the geometric configurations which are related to and affected by the 

added features, since other options such as varying dielectric thickness and varying the 

electrode width have been well studied. All electrodes are made of strips of copper tape 

and the dielectric barrier is ceramic plate with 0.7mm thickness. 

 

5.4.1 Upper electrodes distance 

One parameter that needs to be addressed is the distance between the two upper elec-

trodes. On one hand, the third electrode cannot be placed too close to the primary pow-

ered electrode, or there would have developed arcing directly between the two upper 

electrodes. On the other hand, placing the third electrode far away at downstream will 

lower its effect of accelerating the negative oxygen ions, because the negative oxygen 

ions will eventually deplete completely before they flow into the accelerating field that 

created by the high positive potential of the third electrode. The visible plasmas of our 

plasma actuators extend to about 5 mm downstream of the primary electrode edge at high 

voltages, plus another 5 mm or so to the downstream where the electron reattachment 

strongly occurs and only ion-ion plasma exists, we choose the distance between the two 
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upper electrodes to be 10 mm. Figure 5.16 shows a thrust comparison of the new plasma 

actuator configurations with different gap distances (d). The distances of the two upper 

electrodes are varied from 8 mm to 12 mm. The grounded electrode covers the whole gap 

in each case to avoid its influence on the electric field. The 200 nm thick Si film also co-

vers the whole gap. The thrust at each discharge condition has been measured 5 times and 

the figure shows the average values and the error bars indicate the standard deviations of 

the data. Unfortunately, the results do not show a clear trend of an optimized distance. All 

measured thrusts at the same voltage and frequency are within the range of error bars, 

though they are separated by ± 2 mN/m at high voltages. However, during the experiment 

we can tell the thrust produced in the case d =12 mm starts to decrease, which is also in-

dicated in the figure. We believe that keeping the distance less than 12 mm is a good op-

tion for the upper limit for our setup. However, with higher capacity of power supply, 

plasma extends further and the third electrode needs to be moved further downstream as 

well. For the lower limit, of course the distance needs to be larger than 5 mm to avoid 

arcing. Since there is no particular optimized distance in our measuring range, we choose 

the d = 10 mm to continue our other experiments. 
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Figure 5.16: Thrust comparison with different distances between two upper electrode (f 

= 6 kHz) 

 

5.4.2 Si film locations 

Whether to let the Si film contact with the primary electrode? The answer is yes. In Fig-

ure 5.17 we compare the different gaps between the Si film and the downstream edge of 

the primary electrode. 200 nm thick a-Si:H film is deposited on the dielectric surface for 

each case but in some cases the films do not cover the whole gaps between the two upper 

electrodes. Usually the films extend downstream far beyond the third electrode, but leave 

a gap d1 between the upstream edge of film and the downstream edge of primary pow-

ered electrode. Since the idea is that the Si film is used to re-distribute the deposited 

charges, it is better to have the film covered by the visible plasma when actuator is in op-
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eration. When the applied voltage is as low as 12 kV at 6 kHz, the visible plasma only 

extends to downstream less than 3 mm. Hence we have only compared the cases with d1 

from 0 mm (covered the whole gap) to 2 mm. 

The figure shows that when the film covers the whole gap between the two upper elec-

trodes, the plasma actuator provides the largest thrust. For d1 = 1 mm and d1 = 2 mm 

cases, the plasma actuators produce almost identical thrust values except in the low volt-

age condition. This difference in low voltage conditions may be caused by the different 

plasma coverage on the Si film. If a “coverage fraction” is defined as the ratio of the area 

of Si film surface that covered by visible plasma to the area of plasma actuator surface 

that covered by visible plasma, in low voltage situation the “coverage fraction” of d1 = 1 

mm case is much larger than that of d1 = 2 mm case. Higher fraction means more contact 

between discharge and Si film, hence more efficient charge transport to redistribute the 

surface charges. For the d1 = 0 mm case, the Si film contacts with the primary electrode 

so that there is charge transfer between the film and the primary electrode, besides charge 

transfer between the film and the third electrode that occurs in the other two cases. 

Mamunuru et al. [76] have simulated the case with d1 = 0 mm and found that the surface 

charges propagate directly from the electrode into the “semi-conductive film” with speed 

slower than that of discharge streamer. However, in this case the charge movement is still 

too complicated to explain experimentally. Some details will be described and explained 

in the computational studies (Appendix B). 
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Figure 5.17: Thrust comparison with configurations of different gaps between Si film 

and the primary electrode edge 

 

5.4.3 Si film thickness effects 

The electrical conductance of the a-Si:H thin film increases with increasing thickness in 

hundreds of nanometers range. Therefore we expect that with thicker film larger thrust 

can be obtained. Figure 5.18 shows the thrust comparison of the new plasma actuator de-

sign with different Si film thicknesses. We compared four plasma actuators here: a tradi-

tional plasma actuator and three new designs with 100 nm, 200 nm and 400 nm thick Si 

films, respectively. Since the thickness of the film is in nanometers range while the die-

lectric thickness is 0.7 mm, it is safe to assume that the performance difference is not in-

troduced by the total thickness change of the barrier. The results show that the highest 
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thrust is obtained from the plasma actuator with the thickest Si film and the trend of the 

produced thrust among the four cases is consistent with our assumption. However, due to 

the limit of the PECVD system in our lab, the 400 nm thick film is the thickest uniform 

film that we can obtain. If the film thickness goes thicker than 400nm, the film will be-

come non-uniform both in the span-wise direction and stream-wise direction, which 

brings more spatial factors that influence the thrust producing uniformity and therefore 

introduces large error when we calculate the thrust per unit span-wise length. This is dif-

ficult for accurate comparisons. Hence, in our experimental measurement we limit our 

plasma actuator designs with less than 400 nm thick films and we prefer to use 200 nm 

thick films and 100 nm thick films for convenience. However, we need to admit that 

thicker film provides larger thrust and better performance. An optimized new plasma ac-

tuator design should have thicker Si film. In section 5.5 we will show more results about 

changing the thrust with changing the conductivity of the Si film. 

 

Figure 5.18: Thrust comparison of plasma actuators with different Si film thickness 
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5.4.4 Grounded electrode effect 

Porter et al. [62] and Corke et al. [89] discovered that the width of the buried electrode is 

very important to the plasma actuator performance, which is the same case here for the 

new actuator design. But before the grounded electrode width comparison, we have fo-

cused on the relative positions between the powered electrode and the grounded elec-

trode.  

We compare three cases of plasma actuator configurations. The horizontal distance be-

tween the downstream edge of the primary electrode and the upstream edge of the 

grounded electrode is d. We vary this distance in three values: d = -2 mm, which means 

that the two electrodes have an overlap of 2 mm in horizontal direction; d = 0 mm, the 

two edges are in the same location in horizontal direction; and d = 2 mm, the grounded 

electrode is placed 2 mm downstream. In all cases the electrodes have the same width of 

7 mm and the gap distance between two upper electrodes is 10 mm. The discharge is op-

erated at 6 kHz and the thrust versus voltage is shown in Figure 5.19. The results show 

that the highest overall performance is obtained by the case with d = 0 mm, though d = 2 

mm case catches up quickly as the voltage increases and it also has a special behavior at 

high voltage. At 16 kV, the d = 2 mm case has occasional sparks between the two upper 

electrode. If we continue to increase the magnitude of applied voltage, those sparks will 

transform into a continuous strong arc. This is because that the grounded electrode 

stretches the electric field and extends the plasma further downstream, which makes it 

much easier to form the discharge channel between the two upper electrodes. 
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Figure 5.19: Thrust comparison of the plasma actuators with different grounded elec-

trode locations (f = 6 kHz) 

Among those three cases, both the d = 0 mm and d = 2 mm cases have better performance 

than the case with overlap electrodes. However, the d = 2 mm case is unstable and easily 

develops arcing at high voltage, and its benefit of discharge length extension can be ac-

complished by extending the grounded electrode width. Therefore the d = 0 mm case is 

better choice. 

The width of the grounded electrode is another factor that affects the performance. In 

Figure 5.20, we compare the thrust generated by plasma actuators with different ground-

ed electrode width. All actuators have upper electrodes with width of 7 mm, and the gap 

distance between the two upper electrodes is 10 mm. The grounded electrode’s upstream 
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edge is superposed with the downstream edge of the primary electrode in all cases. As the 

grounded electrode width increases, the performance of the plasma actuator increases. 

This is consistent with the results obtained by Porter et al. [62]. The largest thrust genera-

tion at each applied voltage is obtained when the grounded electrode reaches the under-

neath of the third electrode. On one hand, the extension stretches the plasma to the down-

stream; on the other hand, unlike the d = 2 mm case in Figure 5.19, the upstream part of 

the grounded electrode make the main part of the discharge confined in the region next to 

the downstream edge of the primary electrode. As a result, improved performance of 

plasma actuator without arcing can be obtained. Therefore the optimized grounded elec-

trode width is larger than 10 mm. 

 

Figure 5.20: Thrust comparison of plasma actuators with different grounded electrode 

width (f = 6 kHz) 
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To sum up for this section, we have measured the performances of different plasma actu-

ator configurations by varying the Si film locations and thickness, the third electrode lo-

cations, and the grounded electrode locations and width. The optimized configuration 

concluded from our measurements has following attributes:  

1. The distance between the upper electrodes should be larger than 5 mm (the visible 

plasma length) and less than 12 mm (the performance starts to decrease). To avoid the 

arcing between the two upper electrodes, we safely choose the distance to be 10mm; 

2. The Si film spreads on the dielectric surface to cover the whole gap between the two 

upper electrodes, which makes the charges transported through the Si film directly; 

3. The thicker the Si film is, the better performance the plasma actuator has in generating 

the thrust, which is due to stronger ability to transport surface charges; 

4. The grounded electrode should have a superposed upstream edge with the downstream 

edge of the powered electrode, and the width of the grounded electrode should be equal 

to or larger than the distance between the two upper electrodes. 
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5.5 Film conductivity study 

As a semiconductor material, the Si film is introduced in our new plasma actuator design 

to re-distribute the deposited surface charges. The re-distribution of the surface charge is 

based on the high mobility of charge carriers in the Si film. In addition, the mobility of 

charge carriers will increase dramatically with external electric field and additional free 

charges, which strengthens the transport of deposited charges and makes the re-

distribution faster. However, it is not easy to directly study experimentally how the 

charge carrier mobility influences the thrust generation. But we can still investigate on 

the effect by changing the electric conductivity of the Si film, a representative of the 

charge carrier mobility.    

In section 5.4.3, we have found that the new plasma actuator design gains better perfor-

mance with thicker Si film, which essentially indicates that the higher thrust can be ob-

tained with higher electrical conductivity of the film. In this section we will study on this 

effect by directly varying the electrical conductivity of Si film. 

Besides increasing with increasing thickness, the electrical conductivity also increases 

when the film is illuminated with light, which is so-called photoconductive characteristic 

[134]. Based on this characteristic, we have developed two experiments to study the con-

ductivity: one in-situ conductivity changing measurement to qualitatively describe the 

thrust increasing phenomena, and one quantitative measurement of thrust changing ver-

sus conductivity changing. In both experiments, the conductivity of Si film is changed by 

illumination of a halogen lamp. 
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Figure 5.21: In-situ thrust measurement with a halogen lamp to illuminate the Si sur-

face 

In the in-situ measurement, a halogen lamp is placed above the plasma actuator surface. 

The actuator sits on the lever system so that we can measure the thrust while being illu-

minated by the lamp. Initially the halogen lamp is off and the plasma actuator is turned 

on at time t = 0 s. Then the lamp is turned on at t = 195 s, and turned off at t = 425 s. Fi-

nally the plasma actuator is turned off at t = 600 s. The electronic scale readings are rec-

orded every 15 seconds. We have compared four cases: the three electrodes plasma actua-

tor without Si surface, the new plasma actuator design with 100nm, 200nm, and 400nm 

thick Si film, respectively. The results are shown in Figure 5.21. At early time, the thrust 
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value is not stable due to the abrupt change in the lever system when the plasma actuator 

is turned on. When the halogen lamp is turned on, all three cases of plasma actuator with 

Si film have an obvious increment in the measured force, while the case without Si film 

keeps no change. The similar behavior also occurs when the halogen lamp is turned off. 

The forces measured with the three actuators that have Si films decrease immediately af-

ter the lamp being turned off but there is no change of force with the actuator that does 

not have Si film. The abrupt change in measured force may be induced by either the 

thrust change of the plasma actuator or the buoyancy force change due to heating of air 

by halogen lamp radiation. But the no force change in the plasma without Si indicates the 

latter assumption is not the main factor. Therefore the force change is caused by the 

thrust changing of the plasma actuators. With illumination, the conductance of the Si film 

increases, either from the photoconductive effect or from the heating of film. It is the in-

creased conductance of Si film that creates larger forces.  

In the second experiment we quantitatively relate the change of electrical conductivity of 

the Si films to the change of thrust of the plasma actuators, by a radiation detector. We 

deposit two 200 nm Si films, one on the plasma actuator dielectric surface and the other 

on a glass substrate. A pair of electrodes is evaporated on the latter device, as shown in 

Figure 5.22. The electrodes have a gap of 100 µm and are used to characterize the V-I 

relations with a probe station. Typical V-I curves of the Si film under different illuminat-

ing intensities are also shown in Figure 5.22, from which we can obtain the film conduc-

tivities. 
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Figure 5.22: V-I curves of the Si film under different illuminating intensities 

In the first step, we measure the thrust change, i.e. the thrust with halogen lamp illumina-

tion subtracted by the thrust without halogen lamp illumination, versus the illuminating 

intensity on the surface of plasma actuator. The illuminating intensity is measured with a 

radiation meter by placing it on the same plane as the plasma actuator surface. The view 

factor of the radiation meter to the halogen lamp is kept the same as that of the actuator 

surface. Then in the second step, we illuminate the Si film which is on the glass substrate 

and measure its V-I curve, with the same illuminating intensities as in the step one. The 

conductivities then are obtained by knowing the device geometry and the V-I curves. The 

results of these two steps are shown in Figure 5.23. With the illuminating intensity in-

creasing, both the thrust change and the electrical conductivity of the Si film increase. In 

Figure 5.24, we plot the diagram of thrust change versus conductivity of Si film. Clearly 
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it shows the trend that thrust change becomes larger as the conductivity of the Si film in-

creases. 

Both the illumination experiment and the Si film thickness study indicate that the conduc-

tivity of the film helps to increase the thrust. However, as mentioned in the beginning of 

this section, we believe that it is the charge carrier mobility of the semiconductor material 

that plays the most important role. The resistance of the Si film is calculated on the order 

of Giga ohms between the two upper electrodes, which is so huge that the surface charge 

cannot response in the kHz application. However, the mobility of the charge carrier in the 

a-Si film is on the order of 1 cm
2
/V-s, which is fast enough for the surface charges to re-

spond to the frequency. We will show in the last session in this chapter the simulations 

focusing on the effect of the mobility of the film rather than the conductivity. 
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Figure 5.23: Thrust change versus illuminating intensity and Conductivity of Si film 

versus illuminating intensity 
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Figure 5.24: Thrust change versus conductivity of Si film 

 

Figure 5.25: Thrust comparison between plasma actuators with amorphous Si and crystal-

lized Si (V=12 kV p-p) 
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For further optimization, we have tried to increase the film conductivity by crystallizing 

the amorphous Si film, as the crystallized film usually has at least 2 orders of magnitude 

higher conductivity. A 2-electrode plasma actuator with 200 nm a-Si:H film is first char-

acterized and then put into a 625
o
C furnace for 12 hours to crystallize the film. After that 

we measure the thrust again with this crystallized film. The results are shown in Figure 

5.25, in which the plasma actuator with crystallized Si film generates 1.5 mN/m larger 

thrust than that of the actuator with amorphous film. This increased thrust is due to the 

stronger charge transport ability of the crystallized Si. However, we can only run low 

voltages (<12 kV) on 3-electrode plasma actuator that has crystallized Si on it. At moder-

ate voltages (~ 14 kV), the high conductivity of the crystallized Si introduces strong lo-

calized discharge channels between the electrode and the surface, which is shown in the 

left of Figure 5.26. At high voltages (> 15 kV), the arc develops between the two upper 

electrodes, shown in the right of Figure 5.26. The strong localized discharges shown in 

left of Figure 5.26 may be contributed by the high conductivity of the local crystallized 

Si. Normally as electric field increases, once the breakdown between electrode and sur-

face forms a discharge channel, charges will deposit and accumulated on the dielectric 

surface, which eventually stops the discharge channel. To the contrary, the crystallized Si 

film removes the deposited charges fast enough so that the discharge channel stays at 

fixed location.  

To sum up, the surface conductivity of the plasma actuator has to be in a range that is 

high enough to re-distribute the surface charges while low enough to avoid arcing form-

ing between the two upper electrodes. This is one future work that can be investigated on.  
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Figure 5.26: Example images of DBD with crystallized Si: strong localized discharge 

between electrode and surface (left); arc develops between two upper electrodes (right) 
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5.6 Discharge visualization 

The new design alters the electric field near the actuator surface, which is believed to 

change the DBD structures. With an ICCD camera, the optical emission of the DBD in 

very short period can be recorded so that we are able to compare the structures of the dis-

charges between the new design and the traditional plasma actuator. 

We have characterized the optical structures of the discharges in many methods, includ-

ing the comparison of discharge length, the intensity profile, and the time-resolved imag-

ing. Figure 5.27 and Figure 5.28 show the comparison of top view images of the dis-

charges between the traditional plasma actuator and the new designs with 100 nm and 

200 nm thick Si film, respectively. The actuators are placed upwards and operated in 6 

kHz and 16 kV peak to peak. The trigger is set up the same as that in Figure 5.4, in which 

trigger level changes at both the high and low voltage peaks, giving two images in differ-

ent half cycles of each period. The exposure time here is the half period of the cycle, 

83µs. In Figure 5.27, the images are results of one single exposure, while in Figure 5.28, 

the images are results of averages of 100 exposures. Both figures show the discharge dur-

ing the negative going half cycle on the left and positive going half cycle on the right. As 

one can see from the figures, for all three plasma actuators the discharges are asymmetric 

between the two half cycles. In positive going half cycle the discharges are more diffuse 

while in negative going half cycle the discharges are more developed from several hot 

spots on the electrode edge. However, we are not able to find observable differences 

among the plasma actuator designs through these half cycle images. The microdischarge 

develops in very short period, which needs to use high speed imaging technique to obtain 
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its structure. Also, although the discharges are randomly distributed in span-wise direc-

tion so that we see span-wise identical discharge characteristic in top down views, the 

discharge structure in stream-wise direction is more interesting to be explored by the side 

view images. 

 

Figure 5.27: 83µs single exposure images of three different plasma actuators 

 

Figure 5.28: 83µs 100 exposure averaging images of three different plasma actuators 
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Figure 5.29: Scheme of setup for side view imaging 

Enloe et al. [13] made a time-resolved measurement of PMT signal, which shows both 

spatial structures and the temporal structures of the discharges.  We adopted their method 

and captured the time-resolved side view images. From the side view, we focus on the 

discharge length and the intensity structure in stream-wise direction, rather than the local 

difference of the discharge in the span-wise direction from the top view.  

The schematic diagram of the side view setup is shown in Figure 5.29. The ICCD camera 

with an 85 mm/ f1.8 Nikon lens is used to image the discharge from the side of the plas-

ma actuator. The span-wise length of the plasma actuator is reduced to 10 mm in order to 

keep the entire discharge in focus. The ICCD camera is synchronized with the discharge 

voltage and the plasma is imaged by using a gate of 2 µs exposure time with variable de-

V 

ICCD camera 
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lays. For each delay, an average over 30 exposures is taken. The delay is increased in in-

crements of 4 µs. For a frequency of 6 kHz (period = 167 µs), this results in 42 images in 

one cycle. The plasma actuators are operated at 6 kHz and 14 kV peak to peak and the 

results are shown in Figure 5.30. 

The top graph of Figure 5.30(a) shows a combination of these measurements into a streak 

camera like image. The side view of the images is plotted in x-direction versus the time 

in y-direction. Three actuators are compared: a traditional, two electrodes actuator with-

out a-Si:H layer, and two diode-coupled three electrode actuators with 100 nm and 200 

nm thick a-Si:H layers. We have demonstrated in section 5.4.3 that the three electrode 

actuator with 200 nm thick a-Si:H layer produces the largest thrust, while the traditional 

two electrodes actuator produces the smallest thrust. So we expect to see a gradual dis-

charge structural change from the traditional plasma actuator to the actuator with 200 nm 

Si film.  

For all actuators, Figure 5.30(a) demonstrates a clearly visible difference between the 

positive going half cycle and the negative going half cycle. During the positive going half 

cycle, the discharge length increases linearly with time. Areas of high intensity emission 

are observed all along the entire length of the discharge. When the applied voltage reach-

es its maximum, the discharge extinguishes simultaneously along its entire length. During 

the negative going half cycle, the discharge front seems to propagate with roughly the 

same speed as during the positive going half cycle. However, intense emission is limited 

to the region close to the exposed electrode, which is the temporary cathode. Moreover, 

the discharge emission along most of the discharge length extinguishes slightly before the 
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applied voltage reaches its minimum, leaving behind a week discharge around the ex-

posed electrode that continues to last a little longer. The maximum discharge length dur-

ing the positive going half cycle is about 10% longer than during the negative going half 

cycle. 

Figure 5.30(a) also demonstrates a clear effect of the presence of the a-Si:H layer. First, 

the overall discharge emission is weaker in the presence of the a-Si:H layer than in the 

traditional actuator. Furthermore, it appears that the intense discharge during the back-

ward pulse is more constricted to the area close to the exposed electrode. Figure 5.30(a) 

clearly suggests that the presence of the a-Si:H layer enhances the asymmetry between 

the two half cycles of the discharge. This is more clearly visible in the self-normalized 

false color images, in Figure 5.30(b), in which the discharge intensity of each actuator is 

individually normalized to its maximum value. It is clearly seen that the high intensity 

discharge region during the negative going half cycle is restricted to the vicinity of the 

exposed electrode when the a-Si:H layer is present. 

This phenomenon can be interpreted as the surface charge re-distribution with the aid of 

Si film. When the applied voltage goes towards negative, the primary powered electrode 

becomes cathode and electrons will leave the electrode and move towards the actuator 

surface. The discharge channel will first form between the electrode and the closest re-

gion on the surface. For the case of dielectric surface, the electrons will stay and maintain 

a negative potential at the end of the discharge channel on the surface. As the applied 

voltage decreases further, there are more microdischarges forming. But because the clos-

er surface regions to the electrode are already occupied by the electrons, the possibility of 
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having discharges between the electrode and farther downstream surface is raised. How-

ever, for the case of Si surface, the deposited electrons drain to downstream direction so 

fast that the possibility of discharging between the electrode and farther surface region is 

relative smaller than that of the dielectric surface case. The discharge channels are more 

constrained close to just downstream of the electrode for the Si case. Hence, the optical 

emission which reflects the density of microdischarges has stronger intensity in the re-

gion that close to the electrode in the Si film case, but for dielectric case, strong intensity 

can be found at farther downstream locations.  

The other phenomenon found from Figure 5.30 is that at the end period of each discharge 

group, there are signs indicating discharges also occurring between the third electrode 

and the surface for the new design, with the optical emission extending to the position of 

the third electrode. To explore this phenomenon, it is better to review the top view imag-

es. Figure 5.31 represents a top view image with a single exposure of discharges from 

both upper electrodes to the surface, giving good evidence of the effect of the 3
rd

 elec-

trode. This indicates that the role of the 3
rd

 electrode is not only to accelerate the negative 

oxygen ions, but also to transfer charges from/to the surface. Figure 5.32 shows the top 

view image comparisons between the traditional plasma actuator and the new design dur-

ing a complete voltage period. These plasma actuators have a span-wise length of 5 mm. 

The plasma actuators are operated under the same conditions as in Figure 5.30 and the 

setup of the ICCD camera is the same as well with 30 exposures averaging, except the 

camera orientation. In each figure, on the top is the top view image of the new plasma 

actuator design, in the middle it shows the top view discharge of the traditional plasma 
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actuator and on the bottom is the applied voltage waveform curves, the ends of which in-

dicate the time when the discharge images were captured. The discharges between the 

surface and the 3
rd

 electrode are clearly shown in Figure 5.32 (d) (f) (l) and (m). All these 

discharges occur in the period when the applied voltage reaches close to its maximum or 

minimum values, but during the measurement we have found that the discharges occur in 

random cycles rather than appear in every cycle. Since the potential on the third electrode 

has been demonstrated in Figure 5.3 to be consistent in each cycle, the random appear-

ance of the discharge in temporal scale indicates that the criteria of forming discharge 

between the surface and the third electrode is the charge accumulation on the surface.  

To conclude this section, with the technique of optical imaging, we have demonstrated 

the effect of surface charge movement induced by the semiconducting Si film, as well as 

the ability of the 3
rd

 electrode to drain surface charge by direct discharging from the sur-

face. However, due to the randomly distributed microdischarge paths in different cycles, 

to obtain the surface charge distribution by tracking the intensity profiles seems to be im-

possible. Hence, we use an electrical experiment setup trying to find out the surface 

charge distribution. 
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Figure 5.30: False color image of discharge intensity along the actuator length versus 

time. Top (a): image on same intensity scale, gray mapped; bottom (b): each actuator 

normalized to its respective intensity maximum, hsv mapped. 
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Figure 5.31: Top view of discharge image. Discharge occurs between the surface and 

both electrodes 
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   (a)     (b) 

 

   (c)     (d) 

 

   (e)     (f) 
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   (g)     (h) 

 

   (i)     (j) 

 

   (k)     (l) 
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   (m)     (n) 

 

   (o)     (p) 

Figure 5.32: Top view discharge image comparison, from one discharge cycle. In each 

image: top: new plasma actuator design; middle: traditional plasma actuator; bottom: the 

applied voltage (end points) 
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5.7 Surface charge distribution 

To obtain the surface charge distribution along the surface, we adopted the method used 

by Font et al.[77], which is called the V-dot probe technique and the experimental setup 

is shown in Figure 4.12. With our electrode arrangement we are able to measure the sur-

face potential due to the accumulated surface charges with the resolution as fine as 1.375 

mm in stream-wise length.  

 

Figure 5.33: Surface potential due to accumulated charges at location of 3.8mm down-

stream of the primary electrode, with time scale comparable to the applied voltage period. 

 

Two time scales can be examined from the results, giving us two different characters in 

the discharge process. In a shorter time scale which is comparable to the period of the 
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applied voltage, we are able to observe the surface charging and discharging process 

within cycles. Figure 5.33 shows typical waveforms from the V-dot probe. The potentials 

are measured at a location 3.8 mm downstream of the primary electrode. From the wave-

forms we can find some typical behaviors of a common DBD. The plasma quenches 

when the input voltage reaches its extrema, and one can see the potentials on the surface 

due to the charge accumulation remain almost constant after the extrema of the applied 

voltage until approximately one-quarter of the waveform’s period later. Then during the 

plasma ignition period, the potentials on the surface begin to change rapidly due to the 

deposition or removal of physical charges on the surface. The positions of ignition the 

plasma and quenching in one period are quite consistent with the well-established princi-

ples of operation of the DBD, as well as our optical imaging results and potential meas-

urement results from other groups [135, 136]. The discharge asymmetry is also observed 

in Figure 5.33. As one can see the surface potential spikes due to the microdischarges 

show great difference between the positive and negative half cycle. 

 

Figure 5.34: Surface charging processes. Shown in larger time scale than the applied 

voltage period with a low pass filter 
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At a larger time scale, which is about 100 times of the shorter time scale, we are able to 

observe the “DC charging” process of the surface. As shown in Figure 3.10, the surface 

will accumulate charges which results in a net positive potential at the downstream loca-

tion. With a V-dot probe combined with a low pass filter and an integrating circuit, we 

are able to capture this charging process. In Figure 5.34, the rate of charging the surface 

is shown as the non-zero voltage values. The total amount of charges accumulated on the 

surface during the whole charging process can be calculated by integrating the traces in 

the diagram. In Figure 5.34, the charging processes at 3.8 mm (left) and 7.2 mm (right) 

downstream of the primary electrode are shown, respectively. It shows that for 14 kV, 6 

kHz discharge, the DC charging completes on the order of 10 milliseconds, which the 

location closer to the primary electrode finishes charging quicker. Also the noises of the 

curves indicate that the 3.8 mm location is reached by the microdischarge with strong 

charge transportation but the 7.2 mm location has charge deposition only. It can be seen 

that in the left figure, the charging curves don’t have significant difference between new 

plasma actuator design and the traditional plasma actuator, since the visible plasma from 

the primary electrode can reach that location at our operation conditions. The charging is 

mainly due to the interaction between plasma and surface. However, in the right figure 

the location is beyond reach of the visible plasmas and the possible ways of charging are: 

1, ion-ion plasma deposition; 2, charges moving from upstream or downstream through 

the Si film; 3, discharges between the surface and the 3
rd

 electrode. The traditional plas-

ma actuator has only charging process of 1, while the new design can have all three 
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charging ways. Therefore a big difference can be seen in the form of the charging rate 

between the two plasma actuator cases. 

By integrating the DC charging rate in Figure 5.34, and counting in the capacitance of the 

surface related to the grounded electrode segments, we are able to calculate the surface 

charge distribution in the stream-wise direction. Figure 5.35 shows the distribution com-

parison between a traditional plasma actuator and a new plasma actuator design. As 

shown in Figure 5.35, the traditional plasma actuator has surface charge density peak be-

tween 4 to 8 mm downstream of the primary electrode edge and the amount of surface 

charge starts to decrease as going further downstream, whereas the visible plasma region 

only extends to about 4 mm downstream. This is consistent with the potential distribution 

measured in Opaits et al. [131], except the region covered by the visible plasma. Howev-

er, it needs to be mentioned that their results were obtained with the electrostatic probe 

after the plasma actuator being turned off while our results were obtained with plasma 

actuator on. The distribution can be interpreted as follows: as close to the primary elec-

trode, the interaction between plasma and the surface is so strong that the deposited sur-

face charge can go back to the electrode during the reverse discharge, resulting in low DC 

surface charging. As going beyond the visible plasma region, the plasma electrons rapidly 

recombine with positive ions and attach to oxygen molecules, resulting in an ion-ion 

plasma jet. So the surface charging in the region downstream of the visible plasma main-

ly comes from charge deposition from the ion-ion plasma jet where the charge density 

decreases rapidly. Hence, the peak of the surface charge density should be at the trail re-

gion of the visible plasma. The plasma actuators with the third electrode obviously have 
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much more positive surface charge deposited at the downstream location between 6 mm 

and 10 mm, especially the locations close to the third electrode.  

More results about surface charge distribution are shown in Figure 5.36 and Figure 5.37, 

which reveal that the plasma actuator with Si film dissipates surface charge faster. In 

Figure 5.36, the surface charge density decays are measured at downstream 7.2 mm from 

the primary electrode edge. 3-electrode plasma actuators with and without Si film on the 

surface are compared. After the plasma actuator being turned off, the amount of surface 

charge remained at above location is measured with time. It shows that with Si film on 

the surface, the deposited charge drains away much faster than the case with dielectric 

surface. What is more, the Si film also affects the time needed to start charging the sur-

face, which is defined as from the time that the plasma being turned on to the time that 

the downstream locations starting to charge. This start-to-charge time can be obtained 

from Figure 5.34 by counting the time from actuator being turned on to the beginning of 

increasing the rate of surface charging. In Figure 5.37, 2-electrode plasma actuators with 

and without Si film on the surface are compared, showing that the actuator surface with 

Si film needs shorter time to start charging process at downstream locations beyond the 

visible plasma region. This indicates that with Si film, charges move faster towards the 

downstream location. 
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Figure 5.35: Comparison of surface charge density distribution. The primary electrode 

edge is at 0 mm. The third electrode is at 10 mm. 

 

Figure 5.36: Comparison of surface charge density decay at downstream 7.2 mm. 
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Figure 5.37: Comparison of the time needed to start charging the surface. 
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5.8 Preliminary results with pulsed voltage 

We mentioned before that a voltage waveform with steep raising slope is preferred to ob-

tain better thrust production. There are also encouraging results of traditional plasma ac-

tuators with the applied voltage of nanosecond pulses [96, 98, 129]. Hence, we want to 

test whether our new plasma actuator design works better in the pulse-driven scheme. 

A simplified pulse generator has been built for this purpose, and the diagram is shown in 

Figure 5.38. A 75 kV DC power supply is used to drive this pulse generator. A capacitor 

C with 10nF capacitance is used to store the charge and the R has resistance of 5 MΩ to 

limit the current to the DC power supply. Two spark gaps are used to provide the pulsed 

voltage. The SG1 is well tuned to control the breakdown level (i.e. the pulse magnitude). 

The SG2 is used to cut the trail part of the pulse and obtain desired shape of the wave-

forms, but in our experiment we simply make it a short circuit.  

 

Figure 5.38: Schematic diagram of the pulse generator 
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Figure 5.39: diagram of pulsed waveform 

Figure 5.39 shows an example of pulsed waveform obtained from our pulse generator. 

Typical pulses are from 6 kV to 10 kV with frequency of 300 Hz to 1 kHz. The rise time 

is in the range of 10 ns to 1000 ns, depending on the setup of the spark gaps, the input 

voltage, and the cable length. The problem we have is that we cannot fix the frequency 

and the voltage magnitude because these parameters will fluctuate in a narrow range 

when in operation. For instance the frequency will vary from 500Hz to 700Hz after we 

turn on the pulse generator. However, this fluctuation does not change the time averaged 

net thrust too much since the response time of the electronic balance is much larger than 

the time scale of the pulse. Hence we are able to measure it using our electronic balance. 

The preliminary thrust measurements are shown in Figure 5.40.  
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We compared three configurations of the plasma actuator: the traditional plasma actuator, 

the new design with 100 nm thick Si film and the new design with flipped diodes connec-

tion. All three cases are tested in both negative pulses and positive pulses and the thrusts 

they generated are shown in Figure 5.40. The VDC is set at 15 kV and input pulses have 

the magnitude of 10.8 kV. The frequency of the pulses is controlled between 600 Hz and 

700 Hz.  

Figure 5.40 indicates that the negative pulses can generate larger thrust than the positive 

pulses. Operated with negative pulses, the new plasma actuator design can produce high-

er thrust than the traditional 2-electrode actuator. The new design behaves quite different-

ly when operated under negative pulses from when operated with positive pulses. Since 

the third electrode in the non-flipped-diodes mode always remains higher potential than 

the primary electrode and even the surface, negative charges can be more effectively ac-

celerated and produce larger thrust in the negative pulse case than in the positive pulse 

case. Whereas for the flipped-diodes mode, the third electrode is always kept at a poten-

tial below the primary electrode, which doesn’t help to accelerate the negative charges a 

lot. Hence the thrust enhancement (if it has) in this mode is only due to the Si film on the 

surface and we have almost the same thrust production between the positive pulse case 

and the negative pulse case. This is another evidence of the importance of negative 

charges in the thrust production. 

The preliminary experiment indicates that the new design works well with the negative 

pulses. However, more stable and powerful pulse generator is needed to do further study. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 5.40: Thrust measurement for pulse-driven scheme: (a) Thrust measurement re-

sults, the actuators are operated with ±10.8 kV magnitude, 600-700 Hz pulses; (b) 

Schemes of the plasma actuators in (a). 
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5.9 Computational work summaries 

We have developed numerical simulations to help understand the effects of the Si film 

and the third electrode. We focus on the differences of the discharge behaviors introduced 

by the new plasma actuator design in two regions: the region that covered by the visible 

plasma and the region downstream of the visible plasma. In the region that with visible 

plasma, we simulated the charge transport between the electrode and the surface as well 

as the charge movement along the surface in Si film case, using MATLAB. In the down-

stream region, we focus on the charge deposition from the ion-ion plasma bulk and also 

the charge movement along the surface in the Si film case, using both MATLAB and a 

commercial software: COMSOL Multi-physics. The details and results of the simulations 

are described in Appendix B. 

 

Figure 5.41: Potential contour in a spatial-temporal plot 

The simulation focusing on the visible plasma region reveals that the third electrode plays 

a role in the negative going period of the signal to influence the surface potential. Figure 

5.41 shows the surface potential contour for two-electrode plasma actuator case and 

three-electrode plasma actuator case. The vertical axis shows the downstream location 

coordinate with y = 0 indicating the primary electrode edge and y = 500 indicating the 
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third electrode edge on the right plot. The horizontal axis indicates the time. The left con-

tours shows that with 0 mobility of surface charge carriers, the potential on the surface is 

perfectly symmetric between positive half cycle and negative half cycle of the AC volt-

age. However, with the third electrode, the symmetry is destroyed, as shown in the por-

tion indicated by the black circles. The plots also indicate that the difference between two 

cases occurs during the negative going half cycle of AC voltage, which is consistent with 

the observation in the pictures by optical emission imaging technique.  

The simulations focusing on the region downstream of the visible plasma indicate the re-

distribution of the surface charge guided by the Si film. Especially the results of 

COMSOL Multi-physics have described a process of discharge channel forming, which 

gives a consistent result of the spatial charge density distribution with the experimental 

optical emission results. 

As shown in Figure 5.42, we compared the processes of net charges spreading from a 

“point electrode” to dielectric surface and to Si film surface. The discharge spatial distri-

butions are plotted in a 2D domain with the y = 0 indicates the actuator surface. The plots 

are captured at 80 microseconds after initial setup and a discharge channel formed be-

tween the electrode and the surface. The plots also indicate that the high concentration of 

net charge spreads 6 mm further for the dielectric surface case than the Si surface case. 

From the streamer breakdown mechanism we know that in plasma actuator DBD, higher 

concentration of net charges means higher optical emission can be detected. Therefore, 

the simulation is quite consistent with our optical emission experiment. 
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(a) Dielectric surface 

 

(b) Si surface 

Figure 5.42: Comparison of spatial net charge density distribution 
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However, due to the fact that the simulations have had too much simplifications and un-

realistic assumptions to reduce the computation time, the results are far from the real dis-

charge except the prove of Si and 3
rd

 electrode effects. Optimizations of the plasma ac-

tuators cannot be performed based on these simulations. 
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5.10 Conclusions 

In this chapter, we focused on the experimental part of the plasma actuator performance 

and the physics behind the enhancement schemes. Finally, we summarized our computa-

tional results, which helped to understand the effects of the schemes. 

First, we introduced the typical characteristics of the plasma actuator, both in electrical 

characteristics aspect and performance. Then we compared the performance of the new 

plasma actuator design and the traditional plasma actuator in terms of thrust generation 

and induced wind velocity. A significant improvement in the performance was found by 

the new plasma actuator design. We also conducted some experiments on the new design 

optimization, from which we choose an optimized actuator configuration to explore the 

physics behind the performance of the added 3
rd

 electrode and the Si film.  

To study the effects of changes in the Si film effect, we performed an illumination exper-

iment to alter the Si film conductivity by varying the illumination intensity. The results 

show that the performance of the plasma actuator as given by the thrust increases as the 

Si film conductivity increases. Discharge visualization demonstrates that the Si film helps 

to change the discharge structure by confining the high intensity profile to the electrode 

vicinity. In the surface charge distribution measurement, we also obtained evidence that 

the Si film drains the surface charge quicker than does the dielectric surface, and more 

quickly charges up the surface. 

Via the discharge visualization experiment, we found that the 3
rd

 electrode can form a 

direct discharge to the surface, which helps to deposit or remove the surface charges. The 
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surface charge distribution also demonstrates that the third electrode does well in main-

taining a high potential at downstream location. 

We also made a simple pulse generator to test our new plasma actuator design in a pulse-

driven scheme. The preliminary results indicate that the new design has improved per-

formance with negative pulses. 
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Chapter 6 Conclusions  

A new plasma actuator design has been introduced in this dissertation. This design aims 

to improve the overall performance of a traditional plasma actuator in separation flow 

control by enhancing the efficiency of thrust generation. We designed the new plasma 

actuator based on the characteristics of traditional surface DBD: 1. The discharge during 

different half cycles of AC voltage is asymmetric; 2. There exists negative force genera-

tion both spatially and temporally, reducing the net force over time; 3. High potential is 

built up at downstream of plasma region, accelerating negative oxygen ions towards 

downstream, which is known to play an important role in thrust generation. The key role 

to enhance the thrust generation is to control the surface charge during the actuator opera-

tion, to minimize the cancelation from negative force and to be more efficient accelerat-

ing the negative oxygen ions. 

To achieve this goal, two new schemes have been added to a traditional plasma actuator: 

a third downstream electrode with biased potential which is connected to the power sup-

ply by a series of high voltage diodes; and a thin film of hydrogenate amorphous silicon 

of nanometer thickness. The third downstream electrode is used to lift the potential at the 

downstream location, which helps to accelerate the negative oxygen ions, and draw ac-

cumulated surface charge away by discharging the surface directly. The a-Si:H thin film 

helps to re-distribute the accumulated surface charge, change the discharge structure and, 

hence, improve the overall performance. 

Both experimental work and simulation work have been done to explore the new plasma 

actuator design. The improvement of performance has been demonstrated via the direct 
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thrust measurement with a lever system as well as the total pressure measurement by a 

pitot tube. In our experiment, the new plasma actuator can generate 70% larger thrust 

than that of a traditional plasma actuator, or induce an air flow twice as fast as that in-

duced by a traditional plasma actuator in quiescent air. Due to a limit of the power sup-

ply, we could not go to very high power. However, we expect that the performance will 

be improved more as the power increases, since the performance plot (Figure 5.12) shows 

that the new design starts to consume less power while producing higher thrust at the 

high power level. 

The physics behind the added schemes has been explored separately. By illuminating the 

Si film, we are able to increase its conductivity, and enhanced thrust has been observed at 

the same time. The surface charge distribution measurement also indicates that with the 

Si film present on the actuator surface, the surface charge accumulated during the dis-

charge drains much faster than in the case with a bare dielectric surface. The optical 

emission visualization indicates that the discharge structure is changed by the Si film. 

With Si film, the plasma is confined to the electrode vicinity during the negative going 

half cycle of AC voltage, reducing negative force generation. These results indicate that 

the added semiconductor film does help to improve the performance of the plasma actua-

tor. 

The effect of the third electrode is proved by the surface charge distribution measurement 

as well as the optical emission visualization. The former suggests that the downstream 

potential is lifted to a level comparable to the primary electrode and the latter experiment 

demonstrates that there is direct discharge between the surface and the third electrode.  
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Computational work has also been done to interpret the performance improvement. Both 

MATLAB and COMSOL Multi-physics have been used for programming. Although the 

simulations are significantly simplified and therefore it cannot represent a plasma pro-

cess, they can still clearly indicate the difference between the new plasma actuator design 

and the traditional plasma actuator. The MATLAB simulation in the discharge region 

successfully shows that the new plasma actuator design makes changes to the discharge 

structure in the negative-going period of the voltage waveform, which is consistent with 

the optical emission imaging. The COMSOL Multi-physics model provides evidence that 

the high intensity profile is confined to a region close to the primary electrode for the new 

design. 
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 Appendix A Material selection 

In this section we will estimate the proper range of the electrical resistivity of the material 

that can used to drain away the surface charge in DBD. The optimized operation condi-

tion for the drain-surface-charge scheme is to use the proper selected barrier material and 

apply mono-phase pulse. During the duty period (pulse period), the discharge forms, 

body force is generated, and the charge is deposited on the surface; and during the off-

duty period, the deposited surface charge will move through the barrier material and drain 

to the grounded electrode. In this scheme, there will be only one direction of charge 

movement and all the induced body force will be only in one direction.  

As mentioned in before, there is a criterion of the material selection: the resistivity of the 

material needs to be large enough to act as a current stopper, i.e. discharge barrier, and 

needs to be relative small so that the deposited surface charge can drain away fast. In the 

ideal situation, the deposited surface charge during the previous pulse drains completely 

before the next pulse comes.  
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Figure A-1 One side barrier discharge geometry [1] and the applied voltage waveform 

for material resistivity derivation.  

Let us consider the simplest one side barrier discharge geometry for the resistivity esti-

mation. As show in Figure A-1, the gap is 3mm, material thickness is 0.2mm, applied 

voltage is 10 kV, frequency is 1 kHz (duty-on period t1 << duty-off period t2). The dielec-

tric strength over the gap for air is 3MV/m. 

The electric fields in the gap g and d are: 

   
     

  
,     

  

    
   (A-1) 

where    is the free charge density on the electrodes, and    is the surface charge density 

on the dielectric surface.    is the dielectric permittivity and    is the permittivity in vac-

uum. 

The voltage cross the whole gap then is: 

                        
  

  
    (A-2) 
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where    is the gap of the gas, and sd is the thickness of the dielectric. 

The free charge density is derived from the capacitance of the whole device: 

   
            

       
 (A-3) 

Discharge starts when the electric field in the gap reaches the breakdown electric field ( 

Eg = Ebreakdown). Hence we have: 

   
  

  
                

            

  
  

            

  
   (A-4) 

Solve for surface charge density at breakdown electric field, we have: 

             
  

  
                           (A-5) 

The discharge stops at: 

        
    

  
   (A-6) 

So the surface charge change during one discharge cycle is: 

                        
  

  
                     (A-7) 

For the material desired, it should have the capacity to drain the same amount of surface 

charge as the equation (A-7) during the duty-off period t2, i.e.: 

       
  

 
  (A-8) 

Where the current can be expressed as 

  
 

   
      

 

     
   (A-9) 

Substituting the expressions for    and I, the final equation is obtained: 

                        
 

 
       

 

     
   

  

 
 (A-10) 

Usually, ds << dgɛr, we can simplify equation (A-10) as: 

                 
 

 
       

 

     
   

  

 
  (A-11) 
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Apply the assumed values of the relative parameters to equation (A-11), and since t1 << 

t2, assume t2  ≈ 1ms. We finally obtain: 

                (A-12) 

The result shows the product of the dielectric constant and the resistivity is           

 . Normally the dielectric constant is less than 100, so the resistivity is in the range of 

    to        .  

This value is higher than the common used semi-conductors and lower than the conven-

tional dielectrics. Doping the dielectric material with conductive material can be used to 

synthesize the material with desired resistivity. We have tried to dope the TiO2 with met-

al particles (gold colloid and silver colloid) or Si nanoparticles. However, the attempts 

were not successful. Though we are able to synthesize materials with resistivity on the 

order of        , some issues need to be solved before applying the materials to the 

plasma actuator application. To make the doped particle uniformly distributed in the bulk 

material is difficult. Moreover, doping significantly decreases the dielectric strength of 

the material which makes the barrier fail easily. Though the situation of the material se-

lection is not promising, the drain-surface-charge scheme is believed to do well in en-

hancing the performance of the plasma actuator, if we can find proper material. 
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Appendix B Numerical simulation details 

B-1 Introduction 

Numerical simulations are strong tools to provide support to the experimental studies as 

well as theoretical prediction on the plasma actuator behaviors. We have many limits in 

the experimental work such as the resolution limit due to the grounded electrode seg-

ments in the surface charge distribution measurement. In the optical emission experiment, 

we are not able to quantitatively relate the emission intensity to the discharge density. 

However, in numerical simulations we can easily make the resolution as fine as possible 

by creating fine meshes in the computation domain, and quantitatively describe the rela-

tions between experimental observable parameters by solving transport equations. 

In this chapter, we will introduce our computational work of the plasma actuators. We 

focus on the differences of the discharge behaviors introduced by the new plasma actua-

tor design in two regions: the region that covered by the visible plasma and the region 

downstream of the visible plasma. In the region that with visible plasma, we simulate the 

charge movement between the electrode and the surface as well as along the surface if in 

Si film case, using MATLAB. In the downstream region, we focus on the charge deposi-

tion from the ion-ion plasma bulk and also the charge movement along the surface in the 

Si film case, using MATLAB and a commercial software: COMSOL Multi-physics. 

The simulation results have proved our theories of the added schemes and are consistent 

with the experimental results. In addition, the results provide good indication on how to 

optimize the plasma actuator geometry for future development. 
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B-2 MATLAB simulation 

MATLAB is a programming environment for algorithm development, data analysis, vis-

ualization, and numerical computation. It is been widely used in this project both experi-

mentally and computationally. In experimental work, it has been used to visualize the op-

tical imaging. In this computational work, it is used to solve the partial differential equa-

tions (PDEs) and obtain the distribution function of the parameters that we are interested 

in. 

 

B-2-1 Simulation of visible plasma region 

In this simulation, we focus on the amount of charges move from the electrode to the sur-

face during the discharge and how these accumulated surface charges distributed on the 

surface. A one dimensional domain as shown in Figure B-1 has been used in this study 

and the plasma physics is reduced to the simplest case in order to avoid the huge time 

consumption of the plasma physics and chemistry simulation. The details of assumptions 

we have made include: 1. Neglect the plasma effect, simply assume that the plasma is an 

ideal conductor (with Resistance = 0); 2. The grounded electrode is wide enough to cover 

the area between the two exposed electrodes so that we can assume a constant capaci-

tance between each node and the ground; 3. The dielectric is ideal, so that the resistance 

is infinity between each node and the ground; 4. If the potential difference between a 

node and the electrode exceeds the breakdown voltage in air (30 kV/cm) at any time step, 

there is a discharge and the potential on that node is set equal to the electrode potential 

(by charge transferring); 5. There is no discharge between nodes, even if the potential dif-
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ference between any two points on the dielectric surface exceeds the breakdown voltage; 

6. There is no charge movement between nodes, i.e. mobility = 0 for the ideal dielectric 

surface (later, a nonzero mobility will be added to the simulation to simulate the Si film 

effect); 7. Whether the diodes are on or off is found simply by comparing the potential 

between the two exposed electrodes at each time-step with the assumption that the third 

electrode has a much larger capacitance (C0) than the capacitance between the dielectric 

surface and the ground. 

 

Figure B-1 1-D computational domain of the three-electrode plasma actuator: 

Domain length: 1cm (gap between the two electrodes); C=10
-15

F; Co=10
-10

F. 

Our real plasma actuator geometry is simulated: the distance between the two electrodes 

is 10 mm. For simulation of the traditional plasma actuator, there is no third electrode. 

The applied voltage is sinusoidal with amplitude of 15 kV and frequency of 6 kHz. 

Time marching method is used to generate the time-resolved potential profile on the sur-

face and the computation results for zero mobility case are shown in Figure B-2(a) and 

Figure B-2(b). In this zero mobility case, the only difference between the traditional two 

electrodes plasma actuator and the three electrodes plasma actuator is introduced by the 

third diode-coupled electrode. The potential of this electrode provides high potential at 

the downstream location and another pathway to drive the surface charge dissipation on 
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the dielectric surface. Although this simulation does not deal with any plasma related is-

sue and charge transport issues, we are able to tell the difference between different geom-

etries of the plasma actuator. From Figure B-2(b), it can be seen that the potential differ-

ence between the two cases is introduced during the negative going period of the applied 

voltage, which is consistent with the optical emission measurement by ICCD camera. The 

high potential on the third electrode has the effect of draining the negative surface charge 

to the third electrode, which causes the surface to be at a higher potential compared to the 

same period of the traditional plasma actuator. This is shown in Figure B-2(b), where the 

circled part of the three electrode case indicates a higher averaged potential region com-

pared to the circled part of the traditional plasma actuator. Another phenomenon that 

found in the three-electrode actuator case is the high potential on the surface that is 

downstream of the primary discharge region (discharge between primary electrode and 

the surface). In the simulation this high potential is caused by the discharge between the 

third electrode and its upstream surface with the pre-assumption. This assumption is ex-

perimentally supported by the optical emission measurement by observing the discharge 

in the image captures. The high downstream is also proved experimentally in the surface 

charge distribution measurement. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure B-2 Computational results of the surface potential field in spatial and temporal 

scale. (Unit: time: µs; potential: V; stream-wise direction length: a.u.)  (a) 3-D plots of 

the potential field, as function of time and stream-wise length; (b) Contour plots of the 

potential field, as function of time and stream-wise length. The black circles indicate 

where the potential fields are different between the two actuator designs. 

 

To study the charge carrier mobility effect, we applied different mobility values to the 

simulation with two-electrode configuration. The normal value of the charge carrier mo-

bility of the a-Si:H is on the order of 1 cm
2
/V-s [137] and for our simulation we choose 
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1.5 cm
2
/V-s. For the dielectric surface, we use a much smaller mobility of 0.015cm

2
/V-s. 

In the actuation process, due to the large electric field and the large amount of additional 

free charges deposited on the film surface, the mobility is likely much larger than 1.5 

cm
2
/V-s. Hence we examine two more values (150cm

2
/V-s and 1500cm

2
/V-s) for com-

parison. In the simulation, we only consider the net charges on each node, instead of con-

sidering the positive charges and negative charges separately. The amount of charges 

moving from node i to its neighbor in one time step is determined by: 

              
  

  
   (B-2-1) 

Where Qi,0 is the charges on the node i at present iteration, µ is the charge carrier mobili-

ty, E is the electric field at the node i, ∆L is the distance between the neighboring nodes, 

and ∆t is the duration of the time step, which varies from 0.1µs to 100µs to give us dif-

ferent resolutions but remains constant in one run. The direction of the charge movement 

is determined by the electric field direction at each node. The explicit time marching 

method has been used to iterate from t=0 to several periods of the applied voltage.  

 

Figure B-3 Potential contour plot of the two-electrode plasma actuator case, with dif-

ferent surface charge carrier mobility. 
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The potential contours as function of time (in x direction) and stream-wise length (in y 

direction) are shown in Figure B-3. From all cases, the potential in the discharge region 

follows the change of applied voltage quite well due to the charge transfer between the 

electrode and the surface. However, as the charge carrier mobility increases, the potential 

profile becomes asymmetric between the positive going half cycles and the negative go-

ing half cycles.  

At far downstream region where the discharge cannot reach, the charge movement be-

comes the dominant factor to affect the surface potential. In Figure B-3, as the charge 

carrier mobility increases, the surface charges can reach the far downstream locations and 

build up positive potential at those locations. This phenomenon is seen in the µ = 150 

cm
2
/V-s case and more obvious in the µ = 1500 cm

2
/V-s case. In the highest mobility 

case, the positive potential extends to a location that out of our simulation domain. Hence 

another simulation that focuses on the downstream region of the plasma has been per-

formed to explore the effect of Si film on discharge distribution in more details. 

 

B-2-2 Simulation of the surface charge distribution at downstream region of visible 

plasma 

Usually air plasma can be described by a four-fluid mixture consisting of electrons, posi-

tive and negative ions and neutrals. The discharge is non-equilibrium plasma with the 

electrons following the Boltzmann’s distribution while the other species have a constant 

temperature and hence constant transport coefficients. We assume complete momentum 

transfer from the plasma species to the neutral fluid. The above assumptions are justified 
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because of the atmospheric pressure at which the plasma occurs and the low currents seen 

in the discharge. The transport equations for the species densities are as follows: 

   

  
                                             (B-2-2) 

   

  
                                             (B-2-3) 

   

  
                                  (B-2-4) 

Where ne, np, and nn are electron density, positive ion density and negative ion density; 

De, Dp, and Dn are diffusivity of electrons, positive ions, and negative ions; ν is the veloc-

ity of the species; α is the ionization coefficient; η is the attachment coefficient; Bep is the 

recombination coefficient between electrons and positive ions; Bpn is the recombination 

coefficient between ions; Sph is the photo-ionization source. 

 

Figure B-4 Schematic diagram of simulation domain (The red rectangle) 

The simulation domain is shown as the red rectangle in Figure B-4. The start of the do-

main is right at the tail of the visible plasma region, so that we can make simplifications 

to drop some terms from the transport equations. The domain length in x is 3 cm. We 

don’t have a y length in the simulation since we treat the flow and the surface as two re-
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lated one dimensional domains. The two dimensional simulation will be introduced in the 

COMSOL Multi-physics simulation.  

First, we eliminate the ionization terms and the photo-ionization terms since the domain 

is beyond of the visible plasma region. Second, the attachment term can be dropped by 

safely assuming that all the processes of attachment have taken place upstream of our 

simulation domain. Last, the equations of negative ions and electrons are dropped since at 

downstream region of the visible plasma, the positive ions are dominant [138] and also 

the surface has a positive potential due to the charge accumulation. Therefore, the simpli-

fied equations are: 

In jet bulk, 

   

  
                          (B-2-5) 

On the surface, 

                       (B-2-6) 

Where the      is the charge moving velocity inside the Si film, which depends on the 

charge carrier mobility and the electric field in the Si film. Diffusivity of ions Dp = 3×10
-

6
∙µp m

2
/s, where µp is the mobility of ions, which is also the only charge carrier mobility 

we considered in the simulation. The recombination rate Bep = 2×10
-13

 m
3
/s.  

Equation (B-2-5) describes the charge density in the ion-ion plasma jet above the surface. 

When the plasma actuator is on, the region that the potential oscillates with the applied 

voltage is where there is visible plasma. Downstream of that region we can assume 

steady state of the charge distribution in the jet bulk. We also assume that at the trail of 

the visible plasma region, the positive ion density np is approximate 10
10 

cm
-3

, which is 
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one of the upstream boundary conditions in our simulation domain. The electron density 

at the upstream boundary of the domain is assumed two orders of magnitude lower than 

the ion density, according to Singh et al. [138]. As the ion jet flowing downstream, only 

the recombination between positive ions and electrons is considered. Therefore, for spe-

cific jet velocity, the charge density distribution at steady state in the bulk of jet can be 

solved with equation (B-2-5). 

Equation (B-2-6) describes the balance of the charge transport on surface. The first term 

is the diffusion from the jet bulk to the surface. The second term is the y-direction drift 

due to electric field of accumulated surface charge. The third term is the x-direction drift 

inside the Si film due to electric field, which is zero for dielectric surface case. This bal-

ance equation helps to determine the amount of charges accumulated on the surface. For 

simplicity, we ignored the recombination of the charges on the surface and the surface 

drain. Also, the gradient of charge density is assumed as linear from the surface to 

boundary layer edge of the jet and the electric field inside the boundary layer is consid-

ered to be constant. Then all we need is to know the boundary layer thickness at location 

x. The Reynolds Number in our plasma actuator geometry with jet speed about 10 m/s is 

around 2,500, which is much lower than the critical Re number over a flat plate, so we 

can safe assume that we have laminar boundary layer. The boundary layer thickness is 

then easily obtained as          .  

The simulation scheme is concluded as: a plasma jet at steady state has a 1-d distribution 

of charge species densities, which can be directly solved by equation (B-2-5). Along the 

surface we have another 1-d domain on the surface which has the charge movement due 
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to the electric field caused by charge accumulations at surface. The surface charge 

movement is governed by equation (B-2-6). The solution of equation (B-2-5) along with 

the boundary layer thickness and the linear assumption of electric field in the boundary 

layer provide the source of charge species for the surface charge accumulation, in the 

form of the first two terms in equation (B-2-6). 

To solve equation (B-2-6), time marching method has been used. The amount of charge 

movement along the surface is also described by equation 6.2.1. However, the ∆t varies 

in each iteration step to keep the simulation converging by limiting ∆Qi < Q0,i.  

The solution of equation (B-2-5) with boundary condition of np (x = 0) = 10
16

 m
-3

 is 

shown in Figure B-5. The free stream charge particle density decays quickly as the jet 

flowing downstream. In Figure B-6, we compared the solutions of equation (B-2-6) at t = 

1 ms with different surface mobility. The surface charge distributions are presented in 

three cases: zero mobility (ideal dielectric surface), mobility of 1.5 cm
2
/V-s and 15 

cm
2
/V-s. The spikes in Figure B-5 (b) and (c) are due to the way which we calculate the 

amount of charge moving between the neighboring nodes.  

As the charge mobility on the surface increases, we can see from the comparison that the 

peak value of the charge density drops. From Figure B-5(b) to (c), the value of charge 

mobility increases by 10 times and the peak value decreases to about 20%. This is be-

cause the charges drain faster through the two boundaries of the domain when the surface 

mobility is higher. The other phenomenon seen from the figure is the peak shift in the 

stream-wise direction. In the dielectric case, the peak is at the same x as the peak of the 

charge density in the jet. In the low mobility case, the peak moves 5 mm toward down-
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stream and in the high mobility case, there is more than 10 mm shift to the downstream 

direction. These shifts indicate that the surface charge re-distribution can be done by var-

ying charge mobility with a Si thin film. 

However, we cannot predict anything from the result since the boundary conditions are 

actually not close to the real plasma actuator. At the upstream boundary, the charge den-

sity fluctuates with the applied voltage as long as the visible plasma reaches the surface 

location. This fluctuation certainly affects the distribution and charge movement in the 

domain. In addition, the electric field due to the voltage of electrode and charges outside 

of the domain is not counted during the computation of the charge drift along x direction. 

These external conditions make the curves shown in Figure B-6 far from realistic. More-

over, the lack of external charge contribution makes the surface charges drain almost 

completely as the codes run to several seconds. Hence the curves can only be used to be a 

demonstration that the charge mobility does help to re-distribute the accumulated surface 

charge. 
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Figure B-5 Charge density distribution in the bulk of plasma induced jet 

 

 

(a) 
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(b) 

 

(c) 

Figure B-6 Surface charge distribution at t = 1ms with (a) 0 mobility; (b) µ = 1.5 

cm
2
/V-s; (c) µ = 15 cm

2
/V-s 
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B-3 Simulation with COMSOL Multi-physics 

COMSOL Multi-physics (formerly FEMLAB) is a finite element analysis, solver and 

simulation software package for various physics and engineering applications, which in-

clude Diffusion and Drift transport equation module that we can use to solve the fluid 

transport equations. 

In our simulation, we focus on the region downstream of the visible plasma. The goal is 

to compare the space charge density distributions between the case of Si surface and the 

case with dielectric surface. Compare to the MATLAB simulation, this work can not only 

show the surface charge distribution, but also the charge density in the space that is close 

to the actuator surface. 

The 2-D simulation domain is shown in Figure B-7. It consists of two sub-domains: a die-

lectric plate with bottom potential of zero (to simulate the grounded electrode) and a fluid 

flow region. The dimensions are: The domain length is 100 mm, dielectric thickness is 

0.7 mm and the height of the flow region is 5 mm. The origin of x and y axis is at the up-

stream boundary of the dielectric surface. 

 

Figure B-7 2-D domain used in COMSOL Multi-physics 
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In the software, equation (B-2-2), (B-2-3), (B-2-4) and Poisson’s equation are the govern-

ing equations for our case. Since we focus on the downstream region of the visible plas-

ma, the ionization terms and the photo-ionization terms are dropped. Hence, the transport 

equations are simplified as:  

   

  
                                   (B-3-1) 

   

  
                                  (B-3-2) 

   

  
                                  (B-3-3) 

And the Poisson’s equation: 

            
 

 
            (B-3-4) 

Other parameters which need clarifications include [76] : 

Ionization coefficient:                            ; 

Attachment coefficient:                          ; 

Velocity of electrons:                   ; 

Velocity of positive ions:         ; 

Velocity of negative ions:         ; 

Diffusivity of electrons:              ; 

Diffusivity of ions:                      ; 

Recombination between ions:                 ; 

Recombination between electrons and positive ions:                 ; 

Secondary electron emission coefficient:      ; 
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And the units of electric field E in above formulae are V/cm. 

In the flow sub-domain, all four equations are solved simultaneously to obtain the charge 

density distribution, while in the dielectric sub-domain, only Poisson’s equation is solved. 

For bare dielectric surface case, a weak term dealing with surface charge is added to sim-

ulate the flux to the interface of the two sub-domains. For Si film covered case, a separat-

ed 1-D domain is added to simulate the charge movement inside the Si film, and extru-

sion coupled variables are used to connect the 1-D and 2-D domains in the software. In 

the 1-D domain, the 1-D Poisson’s equation and 1-D transport equation are solved. 

To specify the initial conditions, we have artificially generated a decaying jet flow with 

Gaussian distribution at the very beginning for each charge species. At the upstream 

boundary of the domain, the charge species density is: 

        
  

       

   (B-3-5) 

Where w=0.2mm and y0=0.5mm. n0 is the peak density in the jet bulk, with 

np0:nn0:ne0=1:0.2:0.05 [138]. As the jet flows to downstream, a density decay is assumed 

as the initial condition, given by: 

       
 

 

  
     

 

  

     (B-3-6) 

The u∞ is the jet speed, which equals to the induced flow velocity. In our simulation we 

assume u∞=8 m/s. The coefficient before n(y) is the analytical solution from equation (B-

2-5). 

This initial condition assumption will not affect the final result of the simulation since the 

distribution will be altered by solving the transport equations. The initial conditions of 
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positive ions are shown in Figure B-8, where Figure B-8(a) is the concentration diagram 

at the upstream boundary and Figure B-8(b) is the concentration contour in the 2-D flow 

sub-domain. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure B-8 Initial conditions of the positive ion concentration. (a) Positive ion con-

centration at upstream boundary; (b) positive ion concentration in the flow sub-domain. 
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The boundary conditions are specified as follows: 

In the dielectric sub-domain, only Poisson’s equation needs to be solved. The potential of 

the bottom boundary of this sub-domain is set to be zero to simulate the grounded elec-

trode. Both the upstream boundary and downstream boundary have Neumann boundary 

conditions with assumption that the first order derivative of the potential is zero: 

   

  
 
   

    (B-3-7) 

And 

   

  
 
   

    (B-3-8) 

It is acceptable to make the above assumption since the length of the domain is 10 cm, 

which is far enough from the upstream location where the voltage    

On the top boundary of the dielectric, there will be surface charge accumulation. The 

boundary condition is changing with the amount of surface charge, governed by equation 

(B-3-4).  

 

Figure B-9 Schematic of boundary conditions 
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In the flow sub-domain, the boundary conditions are set up as shown in Figure B-9. The 

upstream boundary is set to have constant charge densities for all species, which provide 

all the charges we need. The top of the domain and the downstream boundary conditions 

are set to have a balance of diffusion and electrical drift. At the interface between the two 

sub-domains, the boundary conditions are defined with the accumulated surface charge 

concentration σ, with initial σ = 0 at t = 0. The flux to the surface is calculated by count-

ing the diffusion and electrical drift, however, for electrons we need also to consider the 

flux due to thermal velocity of the electrons and secondary electron emission by ion 

bombardment.  
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Figure B-10 Mesh of the domain (Only shows the upstream portion from x = 0 to x = 

30mm) 

The whole domain is meshed with rectangular mapping. The mesh is finer at the up-

stream and close to the surface, as shown in Figure B-10. In the simulation, we use tran-

sient analysis type to march forward with time. The time step is less than 10
-9

 second and 

determined in each step by the software. The element type is Lagrange-Quadratic and the 

linear system solver is chosen to be Direct (UMFPACK).  

Ideally, the simulation starts from the initial condition at t=0 and marches forward, which 

ends up with a steady state flow and charge accumulation on the surface. However, as the 

simulation runs to microsecond, the lack of external information of potential and electric 

field from outside of the domain makes the simulation into trouble that singularity points 

are introduced at downstream boundary and upstream boundary. The other reason that 

introduces the singularity points at downstream boundary is due to the boundary condi-

tion setup. The derivatives of variables such as concentrations and potential at the down-

stream location are assumed to be fixed at 0 since the domain is 10 cm in length which 

we actually only focus on the first two centimeters. However, the values are changing 

with time. These constant boundary conditions will accumulate errors as the simulation 

iterates. Hence we are only able to compare the results in very early time stage when the 

upstream re-distribution has not affected the downstream location. As long as the change 

of distributions of the surface charge and potential due to the Si film are observed in the 

very early time stage, the film effect can be well proved.  
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Figure B-11 shows the comparison of surface potential distribution at t = 8×10
-5

 s. Figure 

B-11(a) shows the potential distribution on the bare dielectric surface and Figure B-11(b) 

shows the distribution with Si film on the surface. Extension of the potential distribution 

is found in the Si case, although the magnitude of potential on the Si film surface is much 

less than that of bare dielectric surface case. This is consistent with the results of our 

MATLAB simulation in section B-2-2. 

The Figure B-12 shows the comparison of spatial net charge density distribution between 

the dielectric surface case and the Si film surface case. Since the charges at far down-

stream deplete by recombination and draining through the boundaries, and at very early 

time stage, the charges from the source (upstream boundary) have not extended further, 

focusing on the first centimeter is enough.  

The spatial charge density distribution actually shows a picture of discharge channel 

forming, rather than show a charge deposition process. The source (the fixed upstream 

boundary condition of the jet profile) provides enough charged species and also build a 

high potential at the location (x = 0; y = 0.05cm). Since the interface of the two sub-

domains is initially at potential of 0V, a discharge channel is forming between the high 

potential point and the surface. Different from a real reasonable discharge simulation, this 

discharge channel doesn’t count the ionization and the photo-ionization which increase 

the charge species densities.  

The comparison of the two cases show that the ends of the discharge channels on the sur-

face are almost at the same x location, however, the profile of net charge density in the 

dielectric surface case extends to almost 0.6 cm downstream of the source, while in the Si 
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surface case it extends to only 0.2 cm downstream of the source. It is believed that the Si 

film transfers the deposited charges to the downstream as soon as the discharge channel 

forms. This behavior on one hand lifts the downstream potential which prevents the net 

positive charge from accelerating fast to the downstream; on the other hand it drains more 

charge from the discharge channel and restraints the expansion of the high density profile 

since the source provides limit amount of charges.  

This spatial density structure agrees with the results from Figure 5.30, particularly in the 

period that the first several breakdowns occur. In Figure 5.30, the discharge intensity ex-

tends further with the bare dielectric surface while it is restricted to the vicinity of the 

electrode in the Si surface case. Since the optical emission intensity of the discharge is 

related to the charge species density, Figure 5.30 and Figure B-12 describe the same be-

havior caused by the Si film: re-distribute the surface charge to affect the discharge struc-

ture. 
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(a) Dielectric surface 

 

(b) Si surface 

Figure B-11 Comparison of surface potential at t=8×10
-5

 s.  
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(a) Dielectric surface 

 

(b) Si surface 

Figure B-12 Comparison of spatial net charge density distribution 
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B-4 Conclusions 

Numerical simulations have been done in order to prove the effect of the added features 

of the new plasma actuator design. MATLAB and COMSOL Multi-physics are used and 

the simulations are focused on two regions separately.  

The simulation focusing on the visible plasma region with MATLAB coding reveals that 

the third electrode plays a role in the negative going period of the signal to influence the 

surface potential, and the charge carrier mobility on the surface leads to positive down-

stream potential. The simulations focusing on the region downstream of the visible plas-

ma include MATLAB coding and COMSOL Multi-physics simulation. Both of their re-

sults indicate the re-distribution of the surface charge guided by the Si film. Especially 

the results of COMSOL Multi-physics have described a process of discharge channel 

forming, which gives a consistent result of the spatial charge density distribution with the 

experimental optical emission results. 

However, due to the fact that the simulations have too much simplifications and unrealis-

tic assumptions to reduce the computation time, the results are far from the real discharge 

except the prove of Si and 3
rd

 electrode effects. Optimizations cannot be performed based 

on these simulations. A future study that can be proposed is to include realistic conditions 

and obtain the real distributions. 

 

 

 

 


